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ABSTRACT: This comprehensive Review delves into the chemical principles governing
RNA-mediated crowding events, commonly referred to as granules or biological
condensates. We explore the pivotal role played by RNA sequence, structure, and chemical
modifications in these processes, uncovering their correlation with crowding phenomena
under physiological conditions. Additionally, we investigate instances where crowding
deviates from its intended function, leading to pathological consequences. By deepening our
understanding of the delicate balance that governs molecular crowding driven by RNA and
its implications for cellular homeostasis, we aim to shed light on this intriguing area of
research. Our exploration extends to the methodologies employed to decipher the
composition and structural intricacies of RNA granules, offering a comprehensive overview
of the techniques used to characterize them, including relevant computational approaches.
Through two detailed examples highlighting the significance of noncoding RNAs, NEAT1
and XIST, in the formation of phase-separated assemblies and their influence on the cellular
landscape, we emphasize their crucial role in cellular organization and function. By elucidating the chemical underpinnings of RNA-
mediated molecular crowding, investigating the role of modifications, structures, and composition of RNA granules, and exploring
both physiological and aberrant phase separation phenomena, this Review provides a multifaceted understanding of the intriguing
world of RNA-mediated biological condensates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this Review, we aim to shed light on the role of RNA in
molecular crowding, a phenomenon that profoundly impacts the
formation, dynamics, and functionality of protein−RNA
assemblies in cells.1,2 These assemblies play an essential role
in cellular physiology, and their examination opens up a wealth
of opportunities for understanding the molecular mechanisms of
health and disease.
We will begin our exploration of the concept of RNA as a

crowding driver by delving into the intricate world of gene
expression, a fundamental cellular process responsible for
translating the genetic code into functional proteins (see section
RNA as the Crowding Agent of the Cell). This process follows a

remarkably orchestrated procedure, both spatially and tempo-
rally. Facilitating this sophisticated coordination are the
assemblies of ribonucleoproteins, which consist of RNA
molecules and proteins that play a pivotal role in processing
them. A central part of our discussion will be dedicated to
understanding how RNA crowding and the formation of
ribonucleoprotein hubs in specific cellular compartments can
trigger the biophysical phenomenon known as liquid−liquid
phase separation (LLPS).3 In this context, the most frequently
occurring and biologically relevant cellular event driven by RNA
LLPS is the formation of membrane-less organelles, known as
ribonucleoprotein (RNP) granules, that are unique cellular
entities essential to numerous biological functions.4

Increment in local concentration of both RNA and proteins,
and therefore controlled molecular crowding, is essential for
granule formation and enables the molecules involved to exert
their biological function. Together with this aspect, our
discussion on LLPS will also analyze other factors that govern
RNA-driven crowding and granule formation, highlighting the
complex interplay between the inherent properties of the
participating molecules, their concentration, and their dynamic
interactions.5 Importantly, the phenomenon of LLPS is not
confined to the boundaries of cellular components alone; it is
also heavily influenced by extrinsic factors such as temperature,
pH, pressure, and salts.6 These external stimuli can modulate
LLPS by altering the physicochemical properties of the resulting
droplets, thus opening up avenues for understanding processes
in the cell. We will further discuss the role of molecular
nucleators, weak interactions, and the unique chemical features
of the involved molecules, all of which are vital to trigger and
regulate phase separation within cells.7−9

Our investigation of crowding promoted by RNA will
highlight its unique attributes and capabilities. Due to their
intrinsic ability to form base pairs and create complex secondary
and tertiary structures, RNA molecules can drive phase
separation by themselves or with the support of other
macromolecules, leading to the formation of RNA granules
such as paraspeckles, Cajal bodies, stress granules, processing
bodies, and XIST granules, all of which play critical roles in
cellular function (see section RNA-Driven Physiological
Crowding).10−12 These granules are dynamic structures wherein
multiple RNA molecules interact with each other to form
complex networks. As more RNAs integrate into these networks,
the resultant granule becomes increasingly stable and resilient.
We will dive deep into the properties that define the
functionality of RNA within these granules, such as its sequence
and structure.13,14

We will pave the way for an exciting area of future
investigations into the role of RNA in human disease (see
section RNA-Driven Pathological Crowding). In fact, while the
implications of RNA in physiological crowding have gained
substantial recognition in the scientific community, its potential
impact on pathological conditions, specifically neurodegenera-
tion and cancer, is yet to be fully elucidated.
We will also look into the impact that enzymatic modifications

on RNA molecules might have on the physical properties of
RNA granules, thereby impacting their interactions with other
molecules (see section Modifications Influencing RNA-
Mediated Cellular Crowding). This makes them crucial players
in the regulation of gene expression. Moreover, such
modifications can also have far-reaching implications on cellular
compartmentalization by influencing the formation of mem-
brane-less organelles. Our Review will investigate these aspects,
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enlightening on the significant role that RNAmodifications play
in cellular physiology and potentially in pathological con-
ditions.15,16

This Review also offers insights into the methods used to
investigate nature and properties of RNA-driven molecular
crowding (see section Methods to Study RNA Crowding). We
will first look into the physical properties of RNA granules and
their rheological characteristics,17,18 dissecting how these
properties underpin their biological functions. To this end, we
will examine a diverse array of experimental techniques,
spanning from traditional approaches that have stood the test
of time to novel techniques that are ushering in a new era of
RNA research. We will then focus on the methods employed to
investigate the structural features of RNA involved in biological
condensates,19 exploring how the power of light scattering and
microscopy enables us to probe molecular interactions,
structural attributes, and crowding potential of RNA at
unprecedented resolutions. To conclude this section, we will
take a closer look at the techniques for determining the
composition of RNA granules, elaborating on the types of
interactions established by RNA that stabilize its structure,
playing a vital role in coordinating its biological functions.
To facilitate a better understanding of the centrality of RNA in

attracting other molecules and regulating vital cellular processes
, we provide specific examples related to NEAT120,21 (see
section NEAT1: An Archetypical Case of RNA-Mediated
Biological Condensation) and XIST22,23 (see section XIST: A
Recently Discovered Case of RNA-Mediated Biological
Condensation).
Our broad introduction is thus intended to serve as a

comprehensive overview, setting the stage for a deeper
exploration of the diverse and multifaceted roles of RNA in
health and disease, and potentially unlocking new therapeutic
avenues.24,25

2. RNA AS THE CROWDING AGENT OF THE CELL
The spatiotemporal organization of gene expression at tran-
scriptional and post-transcriptional levels occurs via the
formation of supramolecular assemblies of ribonucleoproteins
(RNPs), which are hubs of RNA molecules and proteins
involved in RNA processing. The increment in local
concentration of these components enables their compartmen-
talization into organelles. Unlike membrane-bound structures,
membrane-less organelles (MLOs) exist as liquid droplets4 and
are highly specialized in the passage of molecules, allowing the
execution of cellular functions that would not be possible in the
dispersed environment of the cytoplasm. MLOs display an
intrinsic fluidity that allows for molecular diffusion while
guaranteeing specialized molecule recruitment and internal
rearrangement. This also enables control over biochemical
reactions, which are highly dependent on the type and
concentration of reactants. Within the microenvironment of a
liquid droplet, or condensate, the rate of in vivo reactions can be
accelerated by as much as 2 orders of magnitude26 by
incrementing the concentration of essential molecules, making
molecular crowding an excellent candidate to be the biological
mechanism by which the cell tunes its reactions. The effects of
this mechanism can be observed within the Cajal bodies, nuclear
MLOs in which the preassembling of spliceosomal complexes
can occur 11-times more efficiently than in the surrounding
environment.27 In addition, molecular condensates contribute
to the regulation of cellular biochemistry by filtering molecular
components in and out of the droplet. For instance, RNA can

tune the composition of MLOs by means of length,28 structure,9

and sequence,12 factors that also determine the partition of RNA
itself. RNA acts as a scaffold by attracting different numbers and
types of proteins, according to its sequence and the higher-order
structures it can form. For this reason, RNAs critically affect the
behavior of biomolecules within MLOs, promoting and
regulating their phase separation. In fact, proteins might
recognize single or double-stranded RNA and specific structural
features or motifs while RNA can increase local protein
concentration, acting as a scaffold for the recruitment of
multivalent RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) and the increment of
their local concentrations.
Condensation is also the means by which the cell

compartmentalizes its biochemistry.29 A pertinent example is
offered by the biochemical communication at synapses, where
formation and disassembly of clusters of neurotransmitter-
containing synaptic vesicles are regulated by the organization,
into droplets, of key proteins that function as scaffolding
elements.30 The formation of liquid droplets driven by RNA and
proteins enables their confinement without the need of synthesis
upregulation and despite the challenges posed by the neurons’
large surface area.31 Another example is given by the potential
evolutionary advantage offered by molecular crowding in
response to stress. For efficient energy production, mitochon-
drial respiration creates an excess of oxygen that can profoundly
affect the function of all biological molecules. The modification
of the phase behavior of macromolecules within liquid MLOs
regulates oxidative imbalance through translational remodeling,
activation of DNA repair mechanisms, and metabolic switch-
ing.32 By temporarily trapping substrates of one cascade and
excluding others, molecular condensation into droplets
determines the activation of specific response pathways.33

2.1. Phase Separation Led by RNA

MLOs form by liquid−liquid phase separation (LLPS), a
process that occurs when a boost of reagents leads to a
supersaturated solution that spontaneously separates into
differently concentrated phases.3 In this context, the concept
of phase separation coupled to percolation (PSCP) could play
an important role.34,35 Within MLOs, numerous weak
homotypic and heterotypic interactions established by nucleic
acids and proteins counteract the interfacial free energy cost of
the phase boundary, creating an energetically favorable
system.36 This intricate interplay creates an energetically
favorable environment, wherein PSCP, which can be intuitively
understood as the spreading of molecular connectivity within
these phases, becomes instrumental in regulating connectivity.
As the polymers found in soft matter chemistry, RNA and
proteins are natural polymers packed with interaction sites for
other molecules. To reduce the free energy of a solution made of
different macromolecules, the enthalpic contribution of electro-
static interactions−determined by charge−charge interactions
and the movement of charged particles− and the entropic
input−derived from hydrophobic interactions− enable the
thermodynamically driven, reversible phenomenon of the
demixing of miscible substances in two distinct liquid phases
with different solute concentrations.37,38 Here, PSCP explains
the interconnectedness of these phases and their impact on
overall system behavior. Despite the entropic cost, this
phenomenon can be energetically favored if the interactions
between the components of the phase-separated system
overcome the interactions with the solvent.39 Upon mixing,
homophilic interactions determine the negative contribution of
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changes in internal energy to changes in free energy.40 The
increasing gain of entropy and the release of internal energy
upon solvation greatly contribute to droplet formation.
Increasing evidence suggests that homotypic and heterotypic

RNA assemblies can be promoted by non-Watson−Crick,
nonspecific RNA−RNA intermolecular interactions.10,11,41 A
messenger RNA (mRNA) scaffold could, therefore, recruit
additional mRNAs irrespective of the nature of the protein
component. Another way to explain how RNA might spatially
organize itself would be by intermolecular RNA−RNA
interactions bridged by RBPs or Watson−Crick base pairing,
and by the contribution offered by the higher valency of long,
nontranslating RNA in incrementing the likelihood of self-
recruitment. RNA crowding could also occur via base stacking:
RNA dimerization can be stabilized by stacking between bases of
the same or opposite strands within adjoining base pairs.42 The
structure of the RNA can also play a role in facilitating or
hindering phase separation: the G-quadruplex structure, formed
by the interaction of aromatic rings of guanines via Hoogsteen-
type hydrogen bonding, can change significantly according to
the orientation of each guanine base and, as a consequence, the
guanine stacking can alter the RNA architecture and
thermodynamics of translation.43,44 Understanding these
intricacies, particularly in the context of PSCP, sheds light on
the complex mechanisms governing phase separation and
percolation within MLOs.
2.2. Chemical Forces of RNA-Mediated Crowding in the Cell

The structure and ability to interact with an RNA chain depend
on the physicochemical properties of its nucleotide sequence.
An RNA nucleotide contains a ribose sugar with two hydroxyl
groups attached to the pentose ring in the position 2′ and 3′. The
base is attached to the 1′ position and the phosphate group is
attached to the 5′ position. The last one provides negative
charge to form electrostatic contacts and, in a chain, connects
with the 3′ hydroxyl group of the subsequent nucleotide,
assembling a backbone able to form long-range interactions.45,46

The planar shape of the base allows them to stack on top of each
other to form stable pairs. The formation of hydrogen bonds
between complementary nucleobases is essential to build
secondary and tertiary structures. In addition, the 2′-hydroxyl
group can act as both donor and acceptor of hydrogen bonds
stabilizing RNA duplexes and other types of interactions.45,46

Importantly, modifications at this position, such as methylation
or acetylation, can regulate RNA function and stability.47

Overall, the interactions between RNA molecules shape and
stabilize the RNA structure allowing the display of precise
binding sites to appropriate partners and the formation of
complex three-dimensional structures (Figure 1).
The shape of the ssRNA is determined by a delicate balance

between stacking forces within the strand and repulsion from
neighboring phosphates.46 Despite the electrostatic repulsion,
the hydrophobic nature of nucleobases drives them to move
closer to each other, leading to the formation of base pairs and
stacks.46 When complementary ssRNA strands encounter each
other, they start forming seed pairs in the typical Watson−Crick
geometry.46 These pairs then propagate in both directions,
creating a linear and antiparallel duplex.46 This pairing process is
the fundamental building block of RNA secondary structure.
The formation of complex secondary and tertiary structures
provides stability and functionality. These structures are
sustained by long-range interactions between different regions
of the molecule, which include base pairing, base stacking, and

other types of interactions such as hydrogen bonding,
electrostatic interactions, and van der Waals forces.
These same forces, together with the specific nucleotide

sequence and the structure of the RNA molecules, are essential
to initiate and scaffold LLPS. However, the occurrence of LLPS
not only strongly depends on the nature and concentration of
the molecules involved, but also on stimuli such as temperature,
pH, pressure and salts.6 These same variables can control the
physicochemical properties of the droplets and may be able to
either stabilize them or suppress them by affecting the
interactions among the biopolymers or between the macro-
molecules and water.
Within the cell, phase separation is mainly achieved by three

factors: presence of nucleators, establishment of weak
interactions, and specific chemical features.

2.2.1. Presence of Nucleators. Biological condensation is
promoted when the concentration of a “nucleator” goes beyond
its saturation limits. Nucleic acids48 and nucleic-acid-like
molecules such as poly(ADP-ribose)49 and polyphosphates50

often seed the process of LLPS. RNA in particular can tune the
MLO biophysical properties by attracting a different number
and type of interactors. Indeed, RNA appears to strongly
contribute to determine the distinct biophysical properties7 and
functionalities51 of different MLOs and several organelles could
be classified according to the type of RNA-centered process
taking place in them (e.g., mRNA storage in Stress Granules
(SGs), mRNA decay in Processing-bodies (P-bodies) or mRNA
splicing in nuclear speckles)29 (see section RNA-Driven
Physiological Crowding). Examples are offered by the effect of
reduced nuclear RNA levels on the propensity of RBPs such as
FUS and TDP-43 to aberrantly aggregate,8 and by the changes
brought by variations of RNA structure on the recruitment of
poly glutamine proteins within MLOs.9

2.2.2. Establishment of Weak Interactions. If intra- and
inter-molecular interactions are favored over those with the
solvent which, in the case of a cell, is almost always water,

Figure 1. Elements of the RNA chain involved in the formation of molecular
interactions. The bases can stack on top of each other and can form
hydrogen bonds between complementary nucleobases. The hydroxyl
groups can form hydrogen bonds and be modified. The phosphate
groups form a chain of negative charges, enabling the formation of
electrostatic contacts.
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biological polymers can condensate by largely secluding from
the solvent. To counteract the energy cost of maintaining liquid
compartmentalization, numerous noncovalent interactionsmust
occur to create phase boundaries. For example, π−π stacking is a
major driving force for the formation of gel-like states, as occurs
for the nuclear-pore complex.52 Charge neutralization in
molecular interactions, due to the proximity of oppositely
charged polymers, can also induce the formation of coacervates,
as shown in vitro by the mixture of positively charged peptides
and RNA,53 and as seen in cells for proteins such as nephrin,
whose regions of high negative charge density drive its phase
separation via interaction with positively charged partners.53

Yet, it must be noted that protein−RNA interactions are not
only driven by electrostatics.54 Other weak interactions,
including π−cation55 and cross−β,56 cooperate to confer
stability or fluidity to MLOs.

2.2.3. Specific Chemical Features. The dynamic nature of
MLOs implies high freedom of movement between the inside
and outside of the droplets. Highly flexible, longer polymeric
chains can more readily establish the numerous weak
interactions essential for forming and maintaining the
compartmentalization and for rapidly moving in and out of
the MLO.57 RNA can favor molecular crowding and
condensation by acting as a scaffold for the recruitment of
other RNA molecules, multiple copies of certain RBPs or
different proteins.58 Also, RNA concentration is correlated to its
ability to promote or hinder phase separation: high RNA
concentrations might inhibit, competitively or allosterically, the
interactions between protein disordered regions, while low RNA
concentrations might increase the possibility of establishing
electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged RNA
backbone and the positively charged protein regions.8,59

Proteins, with their varied chemistry, are crucial in the
formation of most known MLOs. This is due to several key
features:60

i) Intrinsically Disordered Regions (IDRs): Unstructured
regions with a propensity to interact with other IDRs,
significant in protein dynamics within MLOs.

ii) Prion-like Domains (PrLDs): These domains form
amyloid-like structures crucial for phase transition in
proteins, with a single PrLD often being sufficient for this
process.

iii) RNA-binding Domains (RBDs): They facilitate inter-
actions with nucleic acids, requiring multiple RBDs to
modulate protein assembly dynamics within MLO.

iv) Post-translational Modifications: Altering the protein’s
charge, these modifications significantly impact the
properties of the condensate and the protein’s cellular
interactions.

Additionally, the abundance of protein and RNA molecules
influences complex formation in the cell, with implications for
toxicity and cellular health.61 Finally, the architecture of SGs and
PBs is dynamic and adaptable, involving intricate networks of
protein−RNA interactions.62

2.3. Physico-chemical Determinants of RNA-Mediated
Interactions
The chemical features of RNA are sufficient to drive the
formation of RNA-only granules. However, more frequently the
biological functions of RNA condensates require the presence of
key proteins that take an active part to the crowding process,
either as scaffolds or as clients. The composition of the RNA
molecules involved, their length and their structures determine

the nature and concentration of proteins attracted within the
granules.

2.3.1. Crowding of RNA Molecules.RNAmolecules alone
can drive phase separation and form granules thanks to their
ability of base pairing and to form complex secondary and
tertiary structures.10−12 Base pairing can lead to the formation of
RNA duplexes that can interact with other RNA molecules
forming stable structures such as hairpins, loops, and stems,
structures which can also interact with each other forming the
network of interactions that sustains the RNA granule. The
incorporation of more RNA molecules into this network
improves its stability and half-life.63−65

The formation of RNA condensates without the contribution
of proteins was initially observed with repeat RNAs associated
with neurodegenerative diseases, such as Huntington’s and
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS).11,66 These RNAs contain
long repeated segments able to form complex structures and
multiple base pairing contacts that trigger the formation of RNA
foci. Inside the cell, these foci can be dissolved by RNase A,
demonstrating that their assembly is sustained by RNA.11 In the
case of the CAG triplet associated with Huntington’s disease,
phase separation is length dependent promoting an assembly
sustained by a multivalent base-pairing.11 In contrast, the
hexanucleotide GGGGCC (G4C2), in addition to the length of
the repetition, also depends on the structure, since it requires the
formation of a G-quadruplex to trigger the granule assembly.66

The capacity for phase separation without proteins extends
beyond RNA repeats, enabling the creation of condensates using
solutions of RNA homopolymers and purified cellular RNA.10

2.3.2. Crowding of Protein and RNA Molecules. The
majority of biomolecular condensates are composed or
sustained by both RNAs and proteins, defined as RNP
granules.12 Thanks to this combination, the two different
molecules can exert a dual influence that regulates the structure
and interaction network of each other.7,12,67 Hence, the cell uses
this as a mechanism to control granules formation in time and
space. For example, although RNA molecules can self-assemble
within the cell, the presence of RBPs can help bring them closer,
increasing their local concentration and facilitating their
interaction.9

The role of RNA in RNP condensates is diverse. For example,
in the case of mRNA, it can trigger granule formation. When the
translation stops and the mRNAs are released from the
ribosome, their high numbers and inherent interactivity enable
self-assembly and SG assembly.64 RNA can also regulate the
recruitment of RNA-binding partners or act as the main
structural element of the granule.63,64 Along these lines, many
noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) have been identified as scaffolds for
the formation of intracellular structures.68 In the cell nucleus, the
so-called architectural RNAs (arcRNAs) are the core of nuclear
bodies, such as nucleolus, Cajal bodies, and paraspeckles,
contributing to the maintenance and three-dimensional
organization of the genome.68

Regarding the protein side of the RNP complexes, the main
properties associated with the granule-forming proteins is the
presence of prion-like low-complexity regions and of RNA
binding domains (RBDs). The first one provides flexibility and
interactivity with different partners and the latter facilitates the
interaction with RNA molecules.69,70 Their sum promotes
valency and interconnectivity within the granule. In the presence
of RNA, the positively charged protein domains rich in lysines71

and arginines12 can interact with the negatively charged
phosphate backbone. As single strands, RNA molecules might
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resemble proteins’ low-complexity regions, since they are highly
flexible and can form specific and nonspecific interactions with
many RBPs or RNAs.72 Different RNA structures can be
combined to form multiple binding sites for proteins and favor
multivalency.62,64 In an unstructured context, the specific
physicochemical properties of single stranded RNAs and
disordered proteins can promote interaction.73,74 Intriguingly,
the amino acids in a protein chain have been predicted to
interact with combinations of nucleobases that correspond to
the codons encoding them.73,75 According to this model, when
disordered protein regions and RNAs are available for
interaction (e.g., during MLO formation), RNA sequences
rich in pyrimidines interact with proteins enriched in hydro-
phobicity.74

Overall, known properties that determine RNA function and
connections within the granules are (i) composition; (ii) length;
and (iii) structure.12

2.3.3. The Effect of the RNA Composition on Phase
Separation. The role of proteins in the formation of RNP
condensates may be determined, with high efficiency, by
analyzing their amino acid sequence and identifying specific
regions such as low complexity regions or RNA binding
domains.76 However, this kind of approximation is not feasible
with RNA, since all molecules are made up of only four different
building block nucleotides, whereas proteins are chains of up to
20 different amino acids able to generate many different
combinations. Nevertheless, the elements modulating the RNA
interactivity go further than just the four-nucleotide code
(Figure 2). There are connections involving nucleotides distant
in sequence, tridimensional structures that expose specific areas
and exclude others, and nucleotide modifications which may
alter completely the chemistry behind their interactions.77

Importantly, the presence of chemical modifications expands the
RNA coding potential even beyond the 20 standard amino acids
found in proteins.77 They can alter the RNA physical properties,
affecting its stability, folding, and interaction capabilities.47

A successful strategy to decipher the role of nucleotide
sequence in the formation of RNP granules has been the study of
homotypic RNAs. In 2019, Gitler and colleagues discovered that
the ratio of purines to pyrimidines significantly impacts the
forces driving phase separation in disordered RNA mole-
cules.12,78 They studied the phase separation of the combination
of RNA homopolymers and poly(proline−arginine) and
poly(glycine−arginine) protein repeats. In the case of
arginine-rich proteins, in vitro phase separation is led by
electrostatic and cation−π interactions.79,80 In the presence of
RNA, their results suggest that purines can act as “stickers”,
while pyrimidines can act as “spacers”. This effect is associated
with their ring structures, and, in the case of purines, the double
ring can provide a stronger aromatic character. According to
these results, assemblies formed by poly(G) and poly(A) were
less dynamic than those formed by poly(C) or poly(U). In fact,
poly(G) form fractal-like and gel-like structures while the other
homotypic RNAs form liquid-like condensates. The combina-
tion of the different nucleotides can also alter the condensate
properties. For example, poly(A) and poly(U) RNAs can base-
pair and form solid-like gels.11,12 Contrarily, poly(C) and
poly(U) phase-separate independently, forming distinct drop-
lets.11

2.3.4. The Effect of the RNA Length on Phase
Separation. The length of an RNA isoform can determine its
presence in a certain condensate.63 For example, SGs exhibit a
higher concentration of long and less translated mRNAs
compared to short RNAs.81 This has also been observed in
vitro where, in a solution of polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
dextran, RNA was able to form droplets that recruit ribozymes,
however the longer RNAs phase separated more efficiently into
droplets than the shorter ones.28 In the case of the ncRNA
NEAT1, a longer transcript isoform assembles into granules
called paraspeckles, while the short one into different types of
condensates, called microspeckles.82,83

Length affects the number of contacts that an RNA can form
and has a direct effect on the size and stability of the condensate.
Longer RNAs can form a larger number of interactions and
cross-links with other RNA molecules, and can also contain
more sites to bind RBPs. RBPs typically interact with one or
more regions of around 10−20 nucleotides and just a
duplication of this length will suffice to interact and attract
multiple molecules.84,85 On the contrary, small RNAs like
microRNAs (miRNAs) and piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs)
might lack the ability to independently initiate phase
separation.81,85,86 Overall, the length can bring biomolecules
together and promote phase separation. This property can also
affect the condensate dynamics, and, in general, longer RNAs
tend to formmore stable and less dynamic condensates.64 In the
case of the RNA helicases LAF-1 and DDX3X, found in
coacervates called P-bodies, their activity and their way to
interact with RNA is influenced by the RNA length.40,87 RNA
length is also closely connected with the concentration and
number of RNA molecules inside a condensate, and the
combination of these two variables relates to the number of
RNA binding sites (Figure 2).

2.3.5. The Effect of the RNA Structure on Phase
Separation. The formation of structural elements can expose
or hide specific RNA sequences, determining both RNA−RNA

Figure 2. Impact of RNA properties on macromolecular assembly. (i)
Nucleotide composition: Influences granule contact strength and
dynamic behavior, with arrangements affecting local secondary
structures in RNA repeats. (ii) Length: Directly influences local
crowding and the number of available binding sites. (iii) Structure:
Determines accessible regions for interactions with partner molecules,
affecting the quantity and types of binding sites, thus influencing the
range and number of potential partners. Binding partners (proteins and
other molecules) are shown as gray objects.
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and RNA−protein interactions and influencing granules
assembly, composition, and biophysical properties.7,9,88 In the
case of the protein Whi3 (from the multinucleated filamentous
fungus A. gossypii), interaction with two RNAs having different
sequence and structure (CLN3 and BNI1) results in the
formation of immiscible granules with different viscosity that
regulate the fungus branching sites.9,89

A trend known as ‘structure-driven protein interactivity’ has
been identified, showing that RNAs with a greater number of
double-stranded regions tend to establishmore interactions with
proteins compared to RNAs with less structure.7 This trend does
not just suggest that protein binding to RNA occurs exclusively
in double-stranded regions; rather, it indicates that the structural
context of the RNA contributes to the stability of these
interactions. Indeed, in many cases, single-stranded binding sites
are prevalent.90 The structural content of RNAs is particularly
relevant in distinguishing those involved in protein binding from
those participating in the formation of ribonucleoprotein (RNP)
assemblies. Remarkably, it has been observed that altering the
structural content of RNAs involved in phase separation can lead
to changes in the composition of protein aggregates.7

The analysis of the protein−RNA, protein−protein, and
RNA−RNA interaction networks in MLOs such as SGs and P-
bodies has shown that the proteins and RNAs that establish the
largest number of contacts are enriched in disordered regions.62

In this line, the authors observed that as protein disorder
increases, also the number of single-stranded regions rises in
their RNA-binding partners. These observations imply that SGs
and P-bodies may have the capacity to rapidly assemble and
disassemble, facilitated by dynamic interactions regulated by the
unfolded domains of their constituent components.62 This
interactivity between unstructured regions recalls the observa-
tions behind the complementarity hypothesis in which most
proteins interact specifically with their ownmRNAs, especially if
unstructured.91,92 In this study, the analysis of CLIP-seq data
shows an inherent attraction between nucleobases and amino
acids that promotes the interaction between the mRNA coding
regions and the proteins translated from them.91

3. RNA-DRIVEN PHYSIOLOGICAL CROWDING
MLOs such as SGs, P-bodies, and other RNP granules, represent
a sophisticated cellular mechanism for coping with various
stressors. These organelles, devoid of a surrounding membrane,
form through intricate RNA−RNA and RNA−protein inter-
actions.93 RNA not only acts as a scaffold for protein assembly in
these organelles but also participates in self-assembly, high-
lighting its dual role in the cellular stress response.94 The
formation of these organelles is a critical adaptive mechanism,
allowing cells to regulate gene expression and protein synthesis
under adverse conditions, thereby aiding in cell survival and
maintenance of cellular homeostasis. Indeed, RNA can act as a
scaffold that helps in the assembly of various proteins and other
molecules. These granules form in response to stress conditions
like heat shock, oxidative stress, or UV irradiation, providing a
protective environment for mRNA.95 By sequestering mRNA,
SGs can regulate gene expression and protein synthesis, which is
critical for cell survival under stress.96

However, the balance of these interactions is delicately poised.
An overabundance of RNA−RNA interactions can lead to
pathological states, particularly in the context of neuro-
degenerative diseases. Factors such as long repeat expansion
RNAs or specific dipeptide repeats can disturb this balance,
leading to the aggregation of SGs and contributing to disorders

like ALS and Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD).94 This
underscores the importance of understanding the nuanced
roles of RNA within these organelles, not only for insights into
basic cellular biology but also for the implications they hold in
the realm of disease pathology and potential therapeutic
interventions. Thus, the study of stress-responsive membrane-
less organelles, particularly the role of RNA within them, is a
rapidly evolving field that bridges fundamental biological
processes with clinical relevance. Among the most commonly
occurring MLOs there are the following.
3.1. Paraspeckles

Found in the nuclei of mammalian cells, within the
interchromatin space, paraspeckles are built on the architecture
of the long noncoding (lnc) RNA NEAT1 (see section NEAT1:
An Archetypical Case of RNA-Mediated Biological Condensa-
tion). Transcribed into two isoforms, a short one named
NEAT1_1 of 3.7 Kb and a long one calledNEAT1_2 of 22.7 kb,
they each receive a differential 3′ end processing20 and only
NEAT1_2, with its specialized triple helix structure,97 is found in
paraspeckles. Knocking down NEAT1 determines the dis-
appearance of paraspeckles82 and, in its absence, these RNA
granules cannot be observed,98 signifying that NEAT1 is
essential for paraspeckle formation and maintenance. In
addition to NEAT1, other RNAs with given characteristics are
found in paraspeckles: purine-rich sequences,99 U1 small
nuclear RNA,100 and RNAs with long inverted repeats at their
3′ untranslated regions.101 An example is the case of the RNA
Ctn, which contains double-stranded hairpins generated by
inverted repetitive elements.102

Despite not being direct sites of transcription, paraspeckles
are intimately linked with this process since, among the proteins
identified as part of paraspeckles, RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) is
present, together with de novo synthesized RNAs. It is thought
that the role of these RNA granules in transcription is exerted by
retaining transcripts within the nucleus. In addition to Pol II, the
proteins of the DBHS (Drosophila melanogaster behavior, human
splicing) family (i.e., PSPC1, NONO and SFPQ), are also
essential protein components of paraspeckles. Binding both
single and double-stranded DNA and RNA, they are involved in
many aspects of RNA processing, such as transcription initiation
and termination, coactivation, and both constitutive and
alternative splicing.
3.2. Cajal Bodies (CB)

One of the first MLOs to be discovered, CBs are multifunctional
nuclear bodies (NBs) formed by concentration-dependent
phase separation,103 where the macromolecular crowding of
given components enhances the processes necessary for the
biogenesis of many subtypes of RNPs, in particular of small
nuclear RNPs (snRNPs). These processes include transcription
activation, RNA processing, enzymatic base modification and
assembly of snRNPs: the enzymatic complexes responsible for
the catalysis of RNA splicing.27 CBs can directly upregulate the
expression and 3′ end processing rate of snRNPs and of its
associated RNAs through transcriptional activation and
sequestration.104 Telomerase RNPs are another important
component found highly enriched in CBs, suggesting an active
role of CBs in telomere maintenance. Within CBs, RNA-
modifying enzymes such as 2′-O-methyltransferases and
pseudouridine synthases contribute to the assembly of the
spliceosome,105 the macromolecular complex responsible for
intron removal and splicing, together with small Cajal body-
specific RNPs (scaRNPs). Both the RNA and protein
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components of CBs are enriched in post-translational
modifications that appear to affect the function of both elements.
Recent studies have identified CBs in association with specific
gene loci, in particular with chromosome 1, hinting at an
organizational and architectural role of CBs in gene expression
and regulation.106

3.3. Stress Granules (SGs)

SGs are cytoplasmic phase-separated RNP complexes that
confer upon the cell the ability to adapt to change by tuning its
biochemistry in response to intra- and extra-cellular inputs.
Their formation is triggered by the phosphorylation of eIF2α
and the consequent specific translational arrest of nonstress-
related mRNAs. This enables the initiation of defense
mechanisms that promote either survival or apoptosis, according
to the type of stress.107 SGs can form through a pathway that is
independent of eIF2α phosphorylation. Indeed, when cells
encounter stress, mature tRNAs are cleaved at the anticodon
loop by the ribonuclease Angiogenin.108−110 This cleavage
generates tRNA-derived stress-induced RNAs (tiRNAs), which
are able to displace translation initiation factors, such as the cap-
binding eIF4F complexes, from the mRNA cap, inhibiting
translation and thereby promoting SG formation.108,111

Following stress-causing inputs, SGs allow the cell to store,
temporarily, proteins and RNAs and to release them in a
controlled manner. The way in which SGs exert their stress-
dependent functions is by translational control over the fate of
mRNAs, by entrapping translationally stalled mRNAs and
translation initiation components,95 and by regulating protein
aberrant behavior, achieved by sequestration of potentially toxic
misfolded proteins with a reversible process that is likely to be an
adaptive response to cellular stress.112 An essential point in the
formation of SGs is the increment in local concentration of both
RNAs and proteins, which are rich in low complexity domains
(LCDs) that facilitate the interactions necessary for SG
formation. This results in the generation of dynamic granules
with droplet-like properties and implies that the concentration
of RNAs and RBPs must be highly regulated in order to control
SG formation. If, on the one hand, the presence of different
amounts and species of RNPs inside the SGs increases the rate of
rearrangement of RNPs within the MLO, on the other hand it
reduces the concentration of the same molecules of RNA and
proteins in the cytosol, affecting reaction rates. An example is
represented by the SG-mediated inhibition of senescence by the
sequestration, upon stress, of PAI-1, a protein strongly
associated with aging due to its role in the hyper-activation of
cellular proliferation.113

3.4. Processing Bodies (P-Bodies)

First identified in yeast during the stationary growth phase or
nutrient deprivation,114 P-bodies comprise mRNAs in complex
with translation repression proteins. Due to their composition, it
has been suggested they play an active role in mRNA
degradation, since the majority of proteins present in these
RNA granules are involved in translation regulation (eIF4E,
DDX6), mRNA surveillance (UPF1, SMG5) and mRNA decay
(XRN1, DCP1).115 However, it appears that the formation of P-
bodies might be the consequence of, rather than the mechanism
behind, mRNAdegradation. The destiny and rate of degradation
of different mRNAs within P-bodies varies to the extent that
some of them appear to be protected from degradation, and the
presence of P-bodies is not necessary for RNA decay to occur.116

An alternative (but not contradictory) scenario contemplates
these RNA granules as simple storage units of repressed mRNA

and deactivated enzymes involved in mRNA decay processes
that undergo LLPS due to the accumulation of mRNA decay
factors on polysome-free transcripts.96 The formation and
maintenance of P-bodies depends on the presence of transla-
tionally repressed mRNA117 but also on the concentration of
certain proteins, such as the RGG-rich Lsm4118 and DDX6,119

which, with their low complexity domain and RNA-binding
ability, are implicated in LLPS. De novo P-body formation also
increases as a consequence of specific types of cellular stress,
such as osmotic stress120 or glucose starvation.121

3.5. XIST Granules
A newly discovered example of RNA-mediated crowding is
represented by XIST noncoding RNA that drives X
chromosome inactivation (XCI)22,23 (see section XIST: A
Recently Discovered Case of RNA-Mediated Biological
Condensation). During XCI, XIST RNA (also acts as a scaffold
by recruiting, on its multivalent repetitive elements, multiple
ubiquitous RBPs (PTPB1, MATR3, TDP-43, and CELF1) that
eventually lead to the condensation and consequent inactiva-
tion, of one of the X chromosomes in females.122,123

4. RNA-DRIVEN PATHOLOGICAL CROWDING
A delicately balanced and highly coordinated interplay between
proteins and nucleic acids, occurring by means of molecular
crowding, ensures spatiotemporal gene regulation at transcrip-
tional and translational levels, guaranteeing functional cellular
development and maintenance. During the formation of
macromolecular condensates, the global RNA metabolism
undergoes a complete revolution where splicing, stability,
localization and translation are redefined by novel interactions
with RBPs, or by the lack of them.124 At the same time, RNA
critically affects the behavior of RBPs within the droplets,
promoting and regulating their structure and function.62 While
the formation of such highly crowded compartments is vital for
numerous essential cellular pathways and events, such as
translation control and stress response, their reorganization or
dispersal are imperative. Molecules inside the droplets must be
able to freely escape and interchange with others from the
outside, to enable the physicochemical equilibrium necessary to
maintain biological function. Considering the level of precision
required for physiological coacervate formation and regulation,
it is easy to imagine how alterations in such a delicate
equilibrium may influence tremendously the stoichiometry of
RNP formation or the ability of a given RBP to recognize its
RNA binding partners. RNA granule dysfunction and, in general,
impairments in RNA metabolism have been associated with
pathological conditions such as neurodegeneration and cancer,
where translation and mRNA stability are highly interconnected
with the fate and the health of the cell.
4.1. Neurodegeneration
Age-driven loss of neuronal functions is a hallmark of many
diverse neurodegenerative diseases, incurable and debilitating
conditions whose progress inevitably leads to a gradual but
irreversible loss of neurons, affecting both cognitive and physical
functions.125 Despite the fact some of these diseases can have a
familiar origin and be hereditary, many forms are sporadic,
lacking any specific etiology. Dysregulation in coacervate
dynamics can lead to alterations in the precisely regulated
RBP stoichiometry and have a colossal impact on neuronal
function, regulation and synaptic communication.126 These
events could, therefore, be a common causative mechanism
behind neurodegeneration. Subtle changes in RNA granule
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composition or constituent levels could render the coacervates
stiffer, limiting their fluidity and altering the liquid properties of
the droplets, with the consequence of trapping essential
biomacromolecules inside. These changes in RNA granule
dynamics are often the result of disturbed RBP functions that
may undergo aberrant liquid-to-solid phase transition (LSPT),
which can lead to the accumulation of neurotoxic protein−RNA
inclusions.127

Many RBPs are highly prone to LLPS and, in instances of
alteration of their expression levels or mutations affecting their
structural stability, they can become highly aggregation prone
and undergo LSPT.61 This phenomenon appears to be
particularly associated with SGs. For instance, the accumulation
ofmutated TDP-43, FUS and SOD1within SGs is a pathological
feature of ALS and rare forms of frontotemporal lobar
degeneration (FTLD);128,129 huntingtin (HTT) and prion
protein (PrP) are found to be associated with SGs in
Huntington’s disease and prion disease;130,131 TIA1, TTP, and
GBP, highly conserved RBPs with primary roles as nucleators of
SGs, are found in condensates in Alzheimer’s disease and other
tauopathies.132 Despite differences in composition and function,
LSPT of RBPs is a common pathological feature among diverse
neurodegenerative diseases.
Mutations in RBP genes do not necessarily directly alter the

propensity of the proteins to aberrantly self-assemble but they
might affect their ability to correctly process their cognate
RNAs. Since every step of RNA life requires the action of RBPs,
events altering their performance will directly affect RNA
metabolism. Increasing evidence suggests alteration in RNA
processing may be among the main factors contributing to
disease pathogenesis, rather than being only a conse-
quence.124,133 For example, the protein TDP-43 alone can
influence the global RNA expression of more than 600 genes,
many of which are neuronal genes.134 It is therefore highly likely
that depletion of this RBP or alteration in its ability to bind RNA
would have catastrophic consequences on gene expression,
contributing to the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases.
RBP inability to bind RNA can also indirectly influence a protein
tendency to phase separate. For instance, despite the lack of
direct structural relevance, the mutation K181E on TDP-43
indirectly renders the protein more prone to aggregate since it
strongly impairs the protein’s ability to interact and process
target RNAs, reducing the stabilizing contribution of RNA to
function as a chaperone.135

Multiple links between dysregulation in granule dynamics and
neurodegenerative disease have been reported. For example, the
presence of a pathological number of CAG repeats in the gene
coding for the protein HTT generates a mutated HTT that
cannot properly fulfill its role in mRNA transport in neurons via
transport granules. For this reason, in Huntington’s disease,
HTT coprecipitates with AGO2, protein of the P-bodies, and
coaggregates with the SG protein TIA-1.136,137 Another similar
case is presented by CAG expansion in ATXN2: the mutant
protein impairs SG and P-body assembly and affects granule
physiology.138

Mutations in RBPs are known to be causative factors in the
neurodegenerative disease ALS. As previously mentioned,
mutations that affect the phase transition propensity or
localization of RBPs, such as TDP-43 and FUS, are commonly
found in ALS patients. Recent studies have identified mutations
in TIA-1, a primary SG-nucleating protein. These mutations
have been observed to slow down SG disassembly and mobility.
Additionally, they are involved in the aggregation of wild-type

TDP-43, though TIA-1 has not been found in the resulting
inclusions.139 Alterations in the eIF2α-independent SG
formation pathway have also been implicated in ALS patho-
genesis.140 Components such as Angiogenin, tiRNAs, and
ultimately SGs are part of a cytoprotective regulatory program
enhancing cell survival under stress.141 Diminished Angiogenin
activity due to point mutations has been linked to both familial
and sporadic ALS cases. Conversely, Angiogenin administration
or transfection with tiRNA analogs has shown neuroprotective
effects.142−144

A significant contributor to ALS pathology is the presence of
hexanucleotide repeat expansion in the noncoding region of the
C9ORF72 gene.145 This mutation is thought to coaggregate
with essential RBPs such as hnRNP A1, hnRNP A2/B1, HuR,
and FUS, leading to neural toxicity.146,147 It was also suggested
that these repeats may disrupt tiRNA function, which is vital for
translation regulation and SG formation.144 tiRNAs typically
have a guanosine-rich motif at their 5′ end, forming an
intermolecular G-quadruplex structure crucial for SG biol-
ogy.144,148,149 The G-quadruplex formation by C9ORF72
repeats could impede tiRNAs, affecting SG formation and
motor neuron viability.144

Furthermore, coacervate RBPs sequestered into GC-rich
repeats are associated with Fragile X syndrome.25,150 In
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), RNA influences the condensation
state of associated proteins. For example, a soluble phosphory-
lated version of tau, an axonal microtubule-binding protein that
preferentially binds to tRNAs, can undergo phase transitions
over time with other AD and FTLD-related mutants.151,152

Although less studied in this context, neurodegeneration also
correlates with P-body dysfunction. Knocking down P-body-
associated RBPs of the RNA silencing pathway results in
neuronal loss, impaired nerve regeneration and motor
dysfunction.153 In addition, it has recently been suggested that
the filtering of mRNAs to be sent to P-bodies occurs in a context-
dependent manner and that mitochondrial-related mRNAs,
normally excluded from P-bodies, are instead particularly
enriched under stress conditions.121 This suggests that
mitochondrial dysfunction might be associated with P-body
malfunction in the context of mutants of the protein TIA-1.154 P-
bodies are implicated also in microRNA (miRNA) expression
and control, so potential P-body dysfunction could influence
miRNA and mRNA stability. Since miRNAs are necessary for
managing localized translation at synapses, alterations in their
expression levels are, by extension, associated with synaptic
defects and loss, as occurs in ALS.155 This hints at the fact that, in
neurodegenerative diseases, P-bodies dysfunction might alter
miRNA processing, decay, or storage. Changes inmiRNA profile
have also been connected to AD. The expression of the β-
secretase BACE1, partially responsible for the release of the Aβ
peptide by cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), is
regulated by the miRNAmiR-107, whose levels are decreased in
the temporal cortex of AD patients.156 Also the synthesis of APP
itself, and so the generation of Aβ amyloid plaques, is miRNA-
driven157 and low levels of specific miRNAs are associated with
the expression levels of the protein tau, which forms the
intracellular tangles found in patients suffering from AD and
other tauopathies.158 Tau suppression is also miRNA-driven,
and retention of highly crowded miRNAs within P-bodies leads
to the LSPT of these coacervates, which also correlates with the
sequestration of important RBPs, such as TIA-1 and of its
binding partners.159
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4.2. Cancer

Cells carrying modifications in genes regulating growth and
differentiation constitute the main structure of cancerous
tumors. Cancer cells acquire mutations that can affect
condensate-mediated cellular processes including transcription,
chromatin structure and proliferative signaling, and that can
affect the physiological regulation of molecular compartmental-
ization and crowding. Cancer, or uncontrolled cell proliferation,
is caused by the activation of oncogenes and the inactivation of
tumor suppressor genes.160 When activated, oncogenes induce
cell proliferation, survival and proliferative replication signaling.
This activation is frequently achieved by the formation of
clusters of enhancers occupied by highly crowded transcrip-
tional components driving high gene expression.161 These
clusters promote the formation of liquid coacervates of clustered
DNA, transcription factors and regulatory elements.162 Within
these liquid droplets, hundreds of RNA polymerase II molecules
affect the transcription of the target genes; therefore, cancerous
mutations in the elements involved in these condensates are able
to alter the functional levels of specific master regulatory
transcription factors and/or of the RNA polymerase II itself,
while also affecting the dynamics of the granules.161 Disrupted
condensation in cancer cells can also affect tumor suppressors
such as SPOP and PML. Mutations in SPOP, an E3 ligase
implicated in many solid tumors, prevent the protein from
condensating and reducing its enzymatic activity.163 PML is
compartmentalized in nuclear bodies with a variety of proteins,
including DNA repair factors and p53, a protein that controls
cell division and death and whose mutations highly correlate
with tumor progression. Loss-of-functionmutations on the PML
gene have been shown to be associated with increase rate of
tumor formation and poor prognosis.164

While the mechanisms by which RNA granules affect cancer
development and growth have not yet been completely
elucidated, these coacervates strongly influence the post-
transcriptional pathways of the RNAs and proteins they contain,
affecting many features of carcinogenesis and metastasis. As
previously mentioned, changes in the concentration levels of any
of the condensate constituents may alter the function of the

condensate. In cancer cells, for example, the coacervate
concentration of the oncogenic protein MYC is reported to be
50-fold higher than in noncancer cells, and this significant
increment in MYC presence within the liquid droplets alters the
behavior of the transcriptional condensates of the whole cell.165

From the RNA side, a wide range of ncRNA, one of the main
components of several RNA granules, are found post-transcrip-
tionally modified,166 under-expressed (e.g., LET, MEG3,
DRAIC, NKILA, PCAT) or overexpressed (e.g., MALAT1,
lncRNA-ATB, lncTCF7, SRA, CCAT2, ZEB2-AS1, UCA1,
SCHLAP1).167 In particular, the cancer-associated overexpres-
sion of the nuclear speckle lncRNA MALAT1 influences many
cellular physiological functions and alters condensate behav-
ior.168

The link between RNA granules and cancer is made stronger
by the cellular response to stress. Stress induces the formation of
certain RNA granules or changes their size and composition, and
cancer cells are particularly successful at adapting to stress and
surviving.169

Among the numerous correlation points between cancer and
RNA granules is NEAT1 level in paraspeckles and tumor
progression or poor prognosis, however the direction of such
correlation is ambiguous. In fact, certain cohort studies report an
upregulation of NEAT1 in cancer samples while others report
the opposite.170,171 Also NEAT1 knocked-out cancer mouse
models reveal contradictory results.172,173 It is worth noting that,
in all animal models considered, p53 induces upregulation of
NEAT1 expression and paraspeckle enlargement.
Another connection between cancer and RNA phase

separation is demonstrated by the roles played by SGs. The
kinase mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) controls cell
growth and mRNA translation in response to the presence of
growth factor and to insulin signaling and it is widely implicated
in cancer.174 One way in which mTOR operates is by interacting
with raptor in an association that is mediated by the protein
astrin. Under oxidative or osmotic stress, astrin sequesters raptor
inside SGs, inhibiting mTOR activation.175 Altered mTOR
activity determines important changes in translation, particularly
in relation to eIF4F complex assembly. The expression of eIF4F

Figure 3. RNA modif ications discussed in this Review. Example of the most frequent RNA modifications in the cell. The unmodified and modified
chemical structures of the bases or of the ribose sugar are reported. RNA chemical modifications alter the ability of RNA molecules to participate in
intermolecular interactions, impacting its multivalency and biophysical features. Multivalent weak interactions of RNAs and proteins promote their
phase separation into biomolecular condensates. The study of RNA modifications and how they influence the formation and the characteristics of
cellular condensates is gaining significant momentum.
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has been found upregulated in around 30% of all cancers, a
phenomenon associated with poor prognosis since higher levels
of eIF4F, an oncogene itself, determine enhanced cell
proliferation and resistance to cell death.176 Another effect of
the incremented expression of eIF4F is on the regulation of a
subset of mRNAs that encode for transcription factors, cell cycle
and apoptosis regulators, kinases, cytokines and growth factors.
It is not known whether these mRNA phase separate with their
protein binding partners but solid evidence supports the
presence of eIF4E in both SGs and P-bodies.177

There is another important protein family that localizes in SG
and/or P-bodies and whose phase separation is associated with
cancer: the cold shock domain (CSD) protein family, in
particular LIN28. In cancer patients, LIN28 mediates the down-
regulation of miRNAs of the let-7 family, which have tumor
suppressor activity. As a consequence of the down-regulation of
these miRNAs, their mRNA targets, which instead codify for
pro-proliferative, oncogenic and antiapoptotic factors, are up-
regulated.178

Other examples of SG/P-body-associated proteins that
participate in carcinogenesis are the RNA-dependent helicase
Ded1/DDX3, which functions both as an activator and repressor
of translation;179 eIF5A, involved in mRNAmetabolism and SG
assembly;180 and the Argonaute proteins, a group of multifunc-
tional proteins that are down-regulated in cancer cells.181

5. MODIFICATIONS INFLUENCING RNA-MEDIATED
CELLULAR CROWDING

RNA molecules not only contain the canonical residues A, C, G
and U, but they are also largely formed by modified
ribonucleotides. To date, over 150 different types of
modifications have been identified77 and more are likely to be
discovered. Despite being initially identified in rRNAs and
tRNAs,182 RNA modifications, following the advancements in
sequencing and mass spectrometry, have been detected in
mRNAs and lncRNAs. Indeed, eukaryotic mRNAs are not only
modified at the extremities with a 5′ 7-methylguanosine cap and
a 3′ poly(A) tail, but they are also internally modified; the most

abundant RNA modification within the RNA body is the N6-
methyladenosine (m6A) consisting of an addition of a −CH3
methyl group to the sixth nitrogen atom of an adenosine purine
ring183,184 (Figure 3).
Chemical modifications can greatly impact the resulting RNA

molecules by altering their physical properties, such as charge,
secondary structure and ultimately interactions with other
molecules, including proteins. For instance, inosine�deriving
from deamination of adenosine�is predicted to mimic guanine
not only when interacting with RNA but also in the interaction
with protein chains.185 Chemical modifications play a key role in
fine-tuning gene expression by modulating several aspects of
RNA metabolism such as splicing, localization, translation, and
degradation. More recently, RNA modifications have emerged
as determinants in cellular compartmentalization by influencing
the formation of MLOs. Considering that their formation
depends on the properties of nucleotides and amino acids, along
with their interaction capabilities, it is evident that modifications
in their characteristics, stemming from chemical alterations in
both RNAs and proteins, will significantly affect RNA−protein
pairing and ultimately MLO generation.74

RNA chemical modifications are introduced by specific
enzymes known as “writers”, which catalyze the addition of
chemical groups to specific nucleotides. For instance, addition of
the methyl group in the m6A modification is performed by the
m6A methyltransferase complex, including the proteins
METTL3 �responsible for the catalytic activity�,
METTL14 WTAP and KIAA1429.186−188 RNA chemical
modifications can be “read” and “erased” by specific proteins,
thereby modulating their impact on gene expression. The
“reader” proteins recognize and bind to modified nucleotides,
leading to downstream effects on RNA metabolism. The YTH
domain-containing family of proteins, such as YTHDC1 and
YTHDF1, can bind to m6A modifications and modulate mRNA
splicing, stability, and translation.189,190 Conversely, “eraser”
proteins remove the modifications and restore the unmodified
state of the nucleotide. FTO and ALKBH5 are two well-known
m6A eraser proteins that remove the methyl group of the m6A

Figure 4.m6A and phase separation. m6A readers contain a low complexity region (disordered domain). It has been proposed that m6A-modified RNAs
can act as scaffolds to recruit multiple low complexity domain-containing readers in proximity, facilitating intermolecular interactions that ultimately
trigger condensate formations. m6A RNAs together with their readers participate in the formation of phase-separated compartments: stress granules
(SG), P-bodies, and Nuclear bodies/speckles.
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modification from RNA.191,192 The interplay among writers,
readers, and erasers is essential for maintaining a dynamic
epitranscriptome. The next paragraphs offer an overview of the
chemical modifications most commonly found in RNA granules.
5.1. Effect of m6A in Biomolecular Condensate Formation

A connection between the m6A RNA modification and phase
separation was established when researchers unveiled that (i)
the three m6A readers, namely YTHDF1, YTHDF2, and
YTHDF3, comprise a low complexity region (disordered
domain) and thus have the capability to undergo phase
separation;13,193−196 (ii) m6A modified RNAs are enriched in
SG compartments196,197 (Figure 4). The m6A reader YTHDF2
was shown to form droplets with liquid properties in vitro,
through a process of LLPS.13,193 YTHDF2 phase separation was
enhanced by the presence of poly methylated RNAs and the
effect was strictly dependent on the number of methylated
sites,13 suggesting that the m6A multivalency is crucial in this
phenomenon. Therefore, m6A-modified RNAs can act as
scaffolds to recruit multiple low complexity domain-containing
readers in proximity, facilitating intermolecular interactions that
ultimately trigger condensate formation (Figure 4). Under stress
conditions, the three readers YTHDF1, YTHDF2, and
YTHDF3 were found in SGs with liquid-like properties.13,196

While m6A is not necessary for SG formation, localization of
YTHDF2 in these condensates largely depends on the presence
of m6A-modified RNAs,13 suggesting a role for methylated
RNAs as scaffolds also in cells. The fact that the number of
methylations is key in promoting reader-mediated phase
separation reminds of the length-dependent formation of RNA
foci arising from repeated RNAs.11 The quantity of intermo-
lecular interactions seems to be a critical parameter in
determining the ability of RNA to phase separate or to induce
condensation. Polymethylated RNAs are enriched in SGs, and
they are translationally repressed compared to less modified
RNAs.13 This study revealed how m6A can control the
localization and thus the fate of cytoplasmic mRNAs through
enhancing and modulating the formation of biomolecular
condensates. Under stress conditions, the localization of
YTHDF2 shifts from P-bodies to SGs,13 possibly transferring
mRNAs between the two compartments. In response to arsenite
stress, YTHDF3 recognizes m6A sites located at the 5′ end of
mRNAs and repositions them in SGs197 (Figure 4). The
regulation of SGs by YTHDF does not solely depend on its low
complexity region but also on the RNA-binding domain.196 This
observation indicates that the ability to interact with m6A
modified RNAs is an essential requirement for YTHDF’s
functions in condensate formation. A proposed model suggests
that, in physiological conditions, G3BP1, key protein in SG
assembly, and YTHDF1 form small clusters, which do not
colocalize. However, under stress, YTHDF1 clusters increase in
number, and they start to coalesce with the G3BP1 ones, yet
remaining at the periphery of the newly formed granules.196

Since YTHDF1 interacts with ribosomal proteins, the local-
ization of YTHDF1 in SGs has potential implications for
poststress recovery, specifically in the context of mRNA
translation reinitiation.
Although these studies have emphasized the significance of

m6A as a crucial factor determining mRNA partitioning in
SGs,13,196,197 recent analysis challenges the notion that m6A
facilitates the enrichment of multimodified RNAs in these
condensates.16 Surprisingly, in the absence of METTL3, the
accumulation of tested m6A-modified mRNAs does not exhibit

significant variation. In an attempt to assess the contribution of
m6A tomRNA enrichment into SGs, computational analysis was
employed, leading the authors to conclude that m6A can only
account for approximately 6% of m6A-mRNA localization in
SGs.16 Notably, the length of mRNAs, rather than m6A
modification, remains the primary factor influencing their
enrichment in SGs. Although YTHDF proteins were implicated
in recruiting mRNAs to SGs,13 the authors determined that their
effect is minimal. However, m6Amay facilitate the enrichment of
multiple m6A-edited mRNAs that are normally less susceptible
to be recruited within SGs.16 If on the one hand the role of m6A
is unclear, on the other hand YTHDF readers with their
intrinsically disordered domains actively contribute to granules
assembly. The role of m6A readers in phase separation is not
restricted to SGs, but other studies shed light on their
contribution in nuclear speckles and nuclear bodies, with
important consequences in cancer progression.198,199 The
lncRNA MALAT1, a key biomarker for cancer metastasis, is
found specifically enriched in nuclear speckles where it is
involved in the regulation of gene expression.MALAT1 contains
highly m6A-modified RNA motifs encompassing the most
conserved regions.183,200,201 As for m6A-modified RNAs that act
as scaffold for the recruitment of readers undergoing phase
separation, MALAT1 works as a platform to the nuclear reader
YTHDC1199 (Figure 4). As a result, YTHDC1 forms nuclear
foci that highly colocalize with nuclear speckles199 (Figure 4).
APEX2-mediated proximity labeling coupled with quantitative
SILAC proteomic analysis, in the presence of wild type
MALAT1 or MALAT1 lacking a m6A enriched motif, revealed
that this modification is crucial in the regulation of nuclear
speckles composition.199 The recognition of YTHDC1 and its
interaction with m6A RNA is key for the maintenance of nuclear
speckles and their function. The recognition of m6A by
YTHDC1 has an important biological implication as it controls
the metastatic behavior of cancer cells.199 Another study
demonstrated that YTHDC1, which contains two intrinsically
disordered regions, can undergo phase separation both in vitro
and in cells where it leads to the formation of nuclear
condensates, exhibiting liquid-like properties.198 These con-
densates, partially colocalizing with nuclear speckles and
superenhancer assemblies, protect m6A-modified mRNAs
from degradation and are important in controlling myeloid
leukemic differentiation.198 As demonstrated for the YTHDF
proteins, both the intrinsically disordered region and the YTH
domain, responsible for m6A recognition, are required for proper
phase separation,198 suggesting a crucial role of methylated
RNAs in controlling condensate formation.
Proteins involved in m6A regulation can undergo phase

separation beyond m6A-readers. For instance, the writer
METTL3, despite lacking intrinsically disordered regions, has
been found to undergo phase separation within the nuclei.202

This process relies on multiple factors, including METTL3 self-
interaction, interaction with METTL14, and the presence of
nascent RNAs, which collectively contribute to the sufficient
multivalency required for phase separation. Interestingly, while
METTL3 colocalizes with nuclear speckles, it tends to be
predominantly distributed at the periphery of the assembly.202

This suggests a distinct spatial organization within the phase-
separated state. Phase separation may serve to regulate the
methyltransferase activity, as the protein WTAP specifically
interacts with the METTL3−METTL14 complex in the
assembly state.202
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5.2. Effect of m1A in SGs

High-resolution mass spectrometry following SG isolation
revealed an enrichment of N1-methyladenosine (m1A)-
modified RNAs upon heat shock.14 m1A motifs were found
enriched, through bioinformatic analysis, also in mRNAs known
to be partitioning in SGs.14,81 TRMT6/61a, methyltransferase
catalyzing the addition of a methyl group in N1 nitrogen, not
only interacts with free mRNAs of stressed cells but it also
localizes in SGs.14,203 Unlike m6A, which has been suggested to
serve as a scaffold in granule assembly, m1A motifs were not
observed to be repeated along SG-enriched RNAs; instead, a
single motif is present. In fact, the proposed function of m1A in
SGs is not that of a scaffold but rather the recovery of mRNA
translation once the stress condition has subsided. A m1A-
modified 5′ UTR facilitated rapid translation reinitiation of a
reporter gene when compared to the unmodified 5′ UTR.14

Considering the m1A can have a dramatic effect on RNA

structure204 and that it is found enriched in 5′ UTRs,205 this
modification could play a crucial role in mRNA rescue and
translation restoration.
5.3. A-to-I Editing and Condensate Formation

Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) editing is strongly linked to the
membrane-less compartments named paraspeckles. mRNAs,
containing edited Alu dsRNA in their 3′ UTRs, are recognized
by the protein p54nrb (NONO), which forms a nuclear complex
that hinders the export of edited mRNA to the cytoplasm.206,207

NONO is highly enriched in paraspeckles, also containing the
proteins PSF and PSP1α and the long noncoding RNA
NEAT1.207−210 The retention in the nucleus of edited RNAs
depends on paraspeckles, and therefore on NEAT1, which is
essential for the integrity of this nuclear compartment.101

ADAR1 has been demonstrated to target an Alu region within
NEAT1, which is near the binding region of the RNA-binding
protein AUF1, thereby impairing AUF1’s ability to interact with

Figure 5. Summary of the experimental approaches to isolate and characterize RNA granules. (A) Methods for the characterization of the
physicochemical properties of RNA granules. These techniques include: the analysis of the variation of the solution turbidity upon granule formation
(turbidity); the observation of fusion events (fusion); the measurement of the viscoelastic properties of granules with micropipette aspiration (MPA);
the determination of condensation occurrence and interfacial tension with optical tweezers; and the estimation of the dynamics of RNAwithin droplets
with fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). (B) Methods to determine the RNA structures within RNA granules. These approaches
include: the analysis of particle size and shape by different applications of light scattering (LS); the observation of the dynamic nature of RNA granules
with single molecule spectroscopy, with techniques such as Förster-resonance energy transfer (FRET) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS); the characterization of structural aspects of intermolecular and intramolecular interactions with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electron
microscopy (EM); and the determination of RNA structural fine details with techniques that go beyond the diffraction limit of light, such as stimulated
emission depletion microscopy (STED) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). (C)Methods to study the composition of RNA
granules, which include: the determination of their nature and cellular sublocalization with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH); the identification
of the RNA sequences present in certain organelles with granule isolation protocols followed by RNA-seq; and the isolation of specific RNAs involved
in condensate formation with tag-based extraction approaches.
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NEAT1.211 Given the crucial role of NEAT1 in preserving
paraspeckle architectural integrity, it is likely that modifications
impacting its ability to interact with RBP might result ultimately
in a change in paraspeckle composition and activity. Predictions
of the A-to-I effect on RNA structure revealed that that A-to-I
editing could change the ability of NEAT1 to interact with
proteins important in phase separation, possibly altering
paraspeckle structure.212

In addition to paraspeckle, there appears to be a connection
between ADAR1 and A-to-I editing with SGs. The deaminases
ADAR1 negatively regulates the formation of SGs, for instance
by preventing PKR activation through the modification of
endogenous dsRNAs.15,213 In addition, ADAR1 can also prevent
SG formation independently of its function in A-to-I editing.
Indeed, by acting as an RBP for dsRNAs, ADAR1 competes with
other proteins or RNAs for the interaction with free mRNAs and
thus reshapes the composition of RNP complexes, ultimately
affecting SGs formation.15

6. METHODS TO STUDY RNA CROWDING
The importance of digging deeper into the function and
biological role of cellular coacervates is clearer than ever.
Although the past decade has seen substantial progress in the
identification of numerous RNA granules and in the definition of
their features, many questions remain and researchers are
investing a tremendous amount of effort into developing the
most appropriate tools to answer them. The techniques
currently available to the scientific community to investigate
biological condensates can be divided into four categories: (1)
methods to characterize physicochemical properties of RNA-
granules (Figure 5A); (2) methods for determining RNA
structures involved in molecular crowding (Figure 5B); (3)
methods to study RNA-granule composition (Figure 5C).
RNA-mediated crowding is governed by an array of factors,

from molecular interactions and concentration gradients to the
prevailing environmental conditions. Experimental techniques,
while critical to our understanding, often confront constraints
when it comes to capturing molecular-level events or time
frames pertinent to phase separation processes. This is where
computational methods step in, adeptly bridging these gaps,
offering a complementary lens through which to investigate
dynamics and interactions that might otherwise elude the
laboratory measurements (Figure 5D). Accordingly, while the
focus of this Review is not on computational studies of RNA−
protein phase separation, we would like to highlight the
paramount importance that these strategies have complement-
ing wet-lab data. The strength of computational methods lies in
their proficiency at managing complex multicomponent
systems. They enable us to glean insights into how varied
biomolecules interact, segregate, and self-assemble to give rise to
functional condensates. Thus, theoretical frameworks act as a
potent supplement to wet lab techniques, giving the possibility
to model and dissect the drivers behind RNA-mediated
crowding, ultimately fostering a deeper comprehension of the
underpinning thermodynamics and kinetics. By facilitating the
fusion of wet lab data with simulations, theoretical frameworks
and computational methods present a holistic portrayal of
biomolecular phase separation.34 This symbiotic relationship
not only helps in validating theoretical models but also steers the
interpretation of wet lab results, providing a more nuanced
understanding of the convoluted processes involved. Readers
interested in computational approaches to study biomolecular
condensates can be referred to more in-depth reviews

(Theoretical and Data-Driven Approaches for Biomolecular
Condensates214 Computational approaches to predict protein-
protein interactions in crowded cellular environments by G.
Grassmann published in this issue).
6.1. Methods to Characterize the Physicochemical
Properties of RNA-Granules

The physical properties of RNA granules are highly related to
their biological functions. Hence, the rheology features used to
describe these coacervates, such as component concentration,
diffusivity, viscosity, elasticity and interfacial tension, can reveal
their involvement in different physiological pathways and
potentially connect them with pathological cascades.
One of the essential features for LLPS and biological

condensation is the increased local concentration of one or
more scaffold macromolecules, which enables the differential
recruitment of multiple clients. Under specific conditions, when
an RNA molecule dissolved in solution reaches its saturation
concentration (Csat), it undergoes phase separation according to
its partition coefficient (K), which is the ratio of its
concentration in the dense phase (Cden) to the concentration
in its dilute phase (K = Cden/Csat).

215 The concentration of the
RNA within the granules is strictly connected to its diffusivity
(D), which is usually high in the dilute phase and decreases
gradually in the dense phase. However, the many RNAs and
proteins present within the same coacervate can display very
different D values, to allow them to fulfill distinct biological
functions. Therefore, measuring the D coefficient of the various
components of a granule can be crucial to uncovering their
molecular role. The fluidity of an RNA granule can also be
described by its viscosity (η), which defines its resistance to flow
and is usually negatively correlated to D.37 Liquid-like
condensates display low η, while gel-like or solid-like granules
have high η. Whereas D can define the microscopic behavior of a
molecule in a granule, η reflects its macroscopic features.
A phase-separated droplet with distinctive size, density and

boundaries is also characterized by its ability to return to its
original shape after deformation caused by mechanical loading,
defined as elasticity (E). In RNA biology, however, it would be
more precise to talk about apparent E, since RNA granules are
more akin to liquid-like material than solids. Apparent E
intrinsically reflects the stiffness (k) of the granule and it
correlates with other physical properties such as shape and size
but also its interface conditions. The interfacial boundary of
phase-separated coacervate is maintained by the forces in place:
molecules in the dense phase can attract equally adjacent
molecules in all directions, with a resulting net force of 0.
Molecules at the surface are, instead, strongly attracted by
similar molecules in the dense phase while establishing weak
interactions with different molecules from the dilute phase. This
results in the surface molecules experiencing a net force toward
the interior of the droplet, which pushes them toward the dense
phase to minimize the surface area. The spherical shape of the
droplets is a direct consequence of this force balance, since the
interfacial tension in LLPS is equivalent to the interfacial energy
required to increment the surface area per unit. Since the
direction of interfacial tension is tangential to the surface, the
spherical shape of the droplets minimizes the surface area.216

Size and distribution of biological condensates is also dictated by
surface tension because this determines fusion propensity and
Ostwald ripening: when larger droplets grow by absorbing
components from smaller ones.18 Moreover, interfacial tension
is what enables different granules to remain immiscible, each
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performing its functional role without necessarily fusing with
others, as in the case of rRNA production and processing in the
nucleus5 and in the case of the organization of liquid
condensate-coated membrane organelles, such as synaptic
vesicle reservoirs in presynaptic terminal.217

To study the rheology of RNA coacervates in vitro and in cell,
classic methods are being backed up by recently emerged
techniques, the majority of which are based on microscopy
approaches. In both cases, in vitro approaches often imply the
use of synthetic RNA while live imaging relies on tagging the
molecule of interest with a fluorescent probe (Figure 5A).

6.1.1. Turbidity Assay and Salt Resistance Assay. When
molecules are mixed under certain conditions, the most obvious
parameter to observe when some of the parameters are changed
is an increment in turbidity, or cloudiness of the solution.
Changes in solution turbidity can correlate with the formation of
RNA or protein granules and are detectable with a turbidity
meter, nephelometer, or spectrophotometer by setting the
instruments at a fixed wavelength far from the region of
absorbance of the molecule under examination.218 The turbidity
of a solution can be used to determine the saturation limit of a
molecule placed in solution to phase separate but imaging is
always necessary to confirm the liquid-like properties of
coacervates. The investigation should be directed toward the
spherical morphology, fusion upon contact and deformation
under shear forces. If the interest is in defining the liquid-like,
gel-like, or solid-like nature of a condensate, the effect of salt is
usually evaluated, since ionic strength can greatly influence η and
E of a granule.219 Due to the weak nature of the established
intermolecular interactions, liquid-like droplets are particularly
sensitive to the chemical changes in their environment and
might dissolve if salt content is increased. The same cannot be
said for gel-like or solid-like coacervates, which show a higher
resistance to dissolution. Hence, this assay is usually employed
to define the material properties of biological condensates and
might be combined with turbidity assays to determine the effect
of the environmental parameters on LLPS.37

6.1.2. Fusion Assay. Thanks to their liquid-like nature and
their fluidity, phase-separated granules formed both in vitro and
in cell can fuse upon encountering each other before shrinking
back into a spherical shape. The rate by which fusion occurs and
the time needed to recover the spherical shape correlate with the
ratio between the shear strain γ (i.e., a measure of the
deformation of the material) and η. Observing and recording
fusion events over time can give information on many rheology
parameters.220 Two different in vitro-prepared coacervates can
be labeled with different fluorescent molecules and the diffusion
of one droplet inside the other can be observed. Rate of fusion
and recovery can be calculated by plotting the fusion relaxation
time against the length scale of the two coalescing liquid
condensates.17 Conventionally, fusion events are observed with
a live video recording, after depositing the condensates on a glass
surface17 which, however, might create bias by opposing fusion
with friction, altering the recovery time. Other technical
limitations are represented by the high number of droplets
needed to calculate a statistically significant number of events
and by the high speed of the fusion between droplets with low η
and/or high surface tension. Many of these limitations can be
overcome with complementary techniques such as the use of
optical tweezers, which will be discussed later.

6.1.3. Micropipette Aspiration Assay. Maintaining a
different range of interfacial tension values among different
MLOs is one way by which the cell layers multiphase

condensates, as occurs in the compartmentalization of nucleoli.5

High η and low surface tension are mechanical characteristics
that render biological coacervates ideal for analysis by
micropipette aspiration (MPA).221 In the past, this technique
has been applied to study whole cells or liposomal vesicles, due
to the difficulty of applying it to liquid-like condensates.
However, recent investigations report thatMPA can be achieved
also on liquids, as long as they display a η > 2% of their surface
tension values.222 MPA is an approachable and affordable way to
measure the viscoelastic properties of granules via the use of a
micropipette and of suction/aspiration pressure (ΔP), which is
usually applied using a syringe pump or a fluid filled reservoir.
The controlled aspiration avoids physical damage and prevents
overconstructive manipulations. Usually, MPA is performed
with a micromanipulator on a bright field microscope. When ΔP
is applied to the surface of the droplet, a deformation of the
coacervate is generated and interfacial tension and droplet radius
can be measured when the sucked droplets reach a stable state
and the deformation stops.
The most frequently used MPA is the single MPA which, as

described above, enables the observation of morphological
changes and the measurement of viscoelasticity and surface
tension.223 The addition of an opposite micropipette in a dual
MPA enables the characterization of interactions between
droplets and their associated biophysical parameters.224

6.1.4. Optical Tweezers. Optical tweezers belong to the
group of single-molecule techniques that in recent years have
provided a better understanding of multiple biomolecular
processes, enabling the observation and recording of the
contribution of individual components to overall events.225

This methodology has been applied to the reconstruction of
RNA structure, function and condensation.226−228 The basic
functional principle is ascribable to the momentum exchange
between light and matter that generates optical forces.229

Optical tweezers are created by a laser beam focused to its
diffraction limits, creating a gradient of light intensities that
renders it possible to hold particles in three dimensions.
Implementing this technique with fluorescence can provide real-
time information on condensate rheology and can be used to
study individual granules. To study rheology, there are two
different configurations: in the first, two μm-sized beads are
trapped inside the coacervate, one for causing oscillatory
movement and the other to measure the consequent
deformation; in the second, the fluctuations caused by the
thermal energy of a bead trapped inside a condensate can be
measured as a function of time.230 Fusion events and relative
exerted force, a direct indicator of the material properties of the
droplet, can also be observed with optical tweezers.231 In this
case, two droplets are trapped by two laser beams: one droplet is
kept fixed and the other is moved toward the first. The fusion
event is recorded and the force produced is measured and used
to extract the relaxation time.232 Optical tweezers can also be
used to measure interfacial tension of coacervates: in this case,
both beams are concentrated within the same droplet, where two
beads are placed. One beam is fixed on a bead while the other, set
on the second bead, moves away, stretching the condensate and
oscillating at several predefined frequencies. Viscoelasticity
properties and surface tension are then calculated.

6.1.5. Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching
(FRAP). FRAP enables the estimation of the dynamics of two- or
three-dimensional movements of a fluorescently labeled
molecule and can be performed both in vitro and in cell. A
small region of the droplets is irradiated with light until the
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fluorophore is destroyed and the region is bleached. Since
photobleaching is irreversible, the observed signal of fluo-
rescence recovery is attributable to the exchange of bleached
fluorophores with the unbleached ones present in the
surrounding area.233 Passive transport processes, such as
Brownian motions, create a net transfer of molecules out and
into the region of interest until equilibrium. Themeasure of how
rapidly (or how slowly) the initial fluorescent is recovered, in full
or partially, is correlated with the fluidity of the droplet.234 The
recovered fluorescence is defined as mobile fraction while the
portion of loss fluorescence, if present, is defined as immobile
fraction. Liquid-like condensates have a generally faster D and
higher recovery rate than gel-like or solid-like granules and
therefore show higher recovery fractions.235 D can be calculated
from the recovery curve and η can be derived from it using the
Stokes−Einstein equation.236 The fluidity of different compo-
nents of a coacervate can differ, so it is recommended to select
multiple regions within a droplet to be analyzed. Also, the
presence of the fluorescent tag can vary the dynamic parameters
of the granule, therefore dilution of the fluorescent molecules
with unlabeled ones can mitigate undesired effects. The impact
of the fluorescent tag can be also limited by complementing
confocal microscopy imaging with bright field or differential
interference contrast microscopy to measure fusion, wetting and
droplet deformation. A pertinent example of FRAP application
to study RNA motion can be found in the early studies by Braga
et al.237

6.2. Methods for Determining RNA Structures Involved in
Molecular Crowding

A number of techniques can be employed to investigate
structural features of RNA involved in biological condensates
(Figure 5B). Light scattering allows for the examination of
molecular interactions and aggregation behavior, offering
insights into RNA-promoted crowding. Single molecule spec-
troscopy provides a detailed view of individual RNA dynamics
and conformational changes influencing crowding. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) reveals the physical characteristics and
topography of RNA molecules, enabling a thorough under-
standing of their crowding potential. Electron microscopy (EM)
provides high-resolution images, allowing for an intricate
exploration of RNA structures contributing to crowding. Finally,
super-resolution microscopy (SRM) transcends the diffraction
limit of light, presenting a detailed view of molecular structures,
and thus, can clarify how RNA contributes to molecular
crowding at the nanoscale.
We note that the methods described in this section regard

mostly the application of biophysical techniques to identify the
structure of the RNA components in the context of the granule.
Other classical techniques are available to characterize in more
detail the structure of isolated RNAmolecules at the atomic level
(nuclear magnetic resonance NMR,238 X-ray crystallogra-
phy239) and at the secondary and tertiary structure levels
(circular dichroism,240 infrared spectroscopy241). More modern
methods rely instead on enzymatic or chemical probing to
routinely and efficiently determine the secondary structure of
individual RNAs, distinguishing between single and double-
stranded regions242. This is the case of techniques such as
selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension
(SHAPE),243 and PARIS, based on reversible psoralen cross-
linking for RNA duplexes mapping.244

6.2.1. Light Scattering. Nondisruptive techniques such as
static light scattering (SLS), dynamic light scattering (DLS), or

small angle scattering (SAS) can be employed to analyze particle
size and shape, including hydrodynamic radius, to determine the
oligomeric state of a polymer and to assess the solubility limit of
a phase-separated molecule in solution.245 In the simplest SLS
configuration, a laser beam passes through the solution under
examination and a detector measures the photons scattered by
the particles at different angles around the sample. The result is a
mean intensity of the scattering, mainly determined by
molecular weight, size, concentration, refractive index and
interacting forces of the analyzed particles.246 Changes in
granule dimensions or states can be measured by applying a
temperature ramp or salt titration to the sample. DLS, instead,
measures the fluctuations in intensity of the scattered light at a
fixed angle in a time-resolved manner, providing information on
diffusion rates and particle size.247,248 Considering the type of
information extracted, DLS has been more frequently used for
studying size and features of coacervates made of either proteins
or RNAs.218,249

In addition to information on size and molecular weight, the
SAS technology, more appropriate for particles of 1−100 nm,
can offer important details on conformational transitions and
biomolecular interactions.250,251 Irrespective of the type of SAS,
be it small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) or small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS), electrons or neutrons of a solution are
scattered by a laser beam at a low angle and radially averaged to
determine a scattering curve, derived from the scattering
intensity as a function of the scattering angle.252 The obtained
intensity arises from the differences between the signal of the
solvent and the one of the electron/nuclear spin densities of the
particles under examination. In SAXS, when a beam meets an
electron, an oscillating electric field is applied. This causes an
acceleration of the electrons resulting in the emission of
secondary electromagnetic waves of identical frequency.253 In
SANS experiments instead, the scattering results from the
quantum-mechanical effect of the wave functions derived from
the interaction between the incoming neutrons and the nuclei of
the sample.
Scattering technologies have found ample application in the

biophysics of proteins and their phase separation and phase
transition but they are still only applied in a limited manner to
RNA biology. However, an increasing number of research works
are exploiting scattering techniques for determining RNA
folding,254 thermodynamic and structural features of RNA,255

RNA−protein interactionmechanisms256 and effects of RNA on
the structure of other biomacromolecules.257

6.2.2. Single Molecule Spectroscopy. The dynamic
nature of biological condensates and the heterogeneity
associated with each component present in the phase-separated
droplet render the direct observation of diffusional and
conformational variations challenging. The presence of a
fluorescent probe to function as a detector of a single type of
molecule within the crowded environment enables the tracking
and analysis of the RNA of interest at a subnm scale.258

Fluorescence fluctuation of a chemically modified RNA can be
measured with a confocal fluorescence microscope equipped
with high-sensitivity photon counting detectors. The demixing
process in vitro259 and in live cells259 can be investigated with
single-molecule approaches such as Förster-resonance energy
transfer (FRET) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS).
Förster energy transfer refers to the phenomenon in which an

excited donor fluorophore transfers energy to an acceptor
fluorophore via the nonradioactive process of resonance. The
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transfer is highly dependent on the distance between them and is
mediated by dipole−dipole interactions.260 FRET enables the
measurement of the distance between donor and acceptor and
has found application in the investigation of inter- and
intramolecular interactions and conformational changes of
macromolecules. The distance between the two fluorophores
is derived from the ratio between donor and acceptor
fluorescence emissions upon donor excitation261 and enables
the calculation of the efficiency of the energy transfer.
Alternatively, the transfer energy can also be calculated from
the difference between the change in fluorescence lifetime of the
donor alone, compared to its lifetime in the presence of the
acceptor.262 Single-molecule FRET (smFRET) has recently
acquired particular relevance for the study of conformational
changes and molecular proximity in RNA biology and in the
study of phase separation. In smFRET, a single pair of donor and
acceptor is excited258 and therefore requires bright fluorophores
with stable emissions. The main advantage of extending FRET
to single molecules is that conformational changes can be
observed one molecule at a time, resulting in the determination
of the whole conformational ensemble.
FCS is a powerful technique used for quantitative analysis of

molecular diffusion. The results are derived by observing
fluctuations in the fluorescence intensity of labeled molecules
within very small focal volumes, typically in the femtoliter
range.263 FCS has proven valuable in determining diffusion
coefficients and fluorophore concentrations for labeled mole-
cules both in controlled in vitro conditions and within living
cells. Additionally, FCS enables the monitoring of conforma-
tional fluctuations, the investigation of the thermodynamics and
kinetics of molecular interactions, and the analysis of both
intermolecular and intramolecular dynamics.37 When applying
FCS to study MLOs and in vitro phase-separated bodies, several
technical limitations must be taken into consideration. In
particular, these limitations can be ascribed to differences in
refractive indexes between the molecules on the surface of the
droplet and the ones present in the dense phases, differences that
can introduce artifacts in the quantification of the focal volume.
In addition, the effects of η, molecular weight heterogeneity, and
quinary interactions can render the measurement of diffusion
coefficients challenging. Despite these technical limitations, FCS
serves as a valuable tool for analyzing molecular diffusion
through the measurement of fluorescence intensity fluctuations
and has found widespread use in the investigation of various
biological systems, including MLOs and phase-separated
bodies.264 It has been used thus far, among other applications,
to determine the composition of RNPs,265 to analyze the
diffusion and hybridization rates of different oligonucleotide
populations,266 and to measure mRNA dynamics in living
neurons.267

6.2.3. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Structural
aspects of intermolecular and intramolecular interactions within
or between RNA granules under near-physiological condi-
tions,268 as well as many rheology features,269 can be
investigated using AFM, with a relatively simple experimental
setup and sample preparation. At its core, AFM analyses rely on
measuring the forces of interaction between a scanning probe
and the specimen under investigation. The specimen of interest
is positioned on a stage that can be precisely controlled to move
up and down using piezoceramics. This controlled movement
brings the specimen into contact with the probe or separates
them. The scanning probe itself is mounted on a cantilever with
a known spring coefficient. By measuring the degree of bending

of the cantilever, the interaction forces acting on the probe can
be determined.270 The bending of the cantilever is detected by a
laser beam which is reflected by the cantilever and directed onto
a photodiode for detection and analysis. Commercial AFM
systems are widely accessible and serve as a starting point for
many studies. Notably, the emergence of high-speed AFM271

and the integration of AFM with fluorescence microscopy have
revolutionized the single-molecule field.272 These cutting-edge
technologies enable the capture of dynamic processes in
exceptional detail and provide deeper insight into the behavior
of individual molecules. Numerous recent research studies have
leveraged AFM to investigate the formation, structure, and
heterogeneity of biological condensates within in vitro LLPS
systems, by employing high-speed AFM to capture the dynamic
surface movements exhibited by biological condensates.273−275

In the specific case of RNA, AFM was able to unveil
condensation leading to complex quaternary structures such as
nanorings276 and to investigate the dynamic behavior of RNA
nanoparticles.277

6.2.4. Electron Microscopy (EM). EM captures images
with a spatial resolution as low as 0.8 Å by exploiting a beam of
accelerated electrons illuminating a fixed and contrast-stained
sample.278 The resulting micrographs originate from deflecting
electrons through electro-magnetic fields generated by atoms
within the specimen. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
employs fixed specimens stained with heavy metal salts such as
uranyl acetate, tungsten, or molybdenum salts. These heavy
metals bind preferentially to the surfaces of biological structures,
providing the necessary contrast to visualize organelles and their
substructural features. TEM is one of the most commonly used
techniques to study MLOs and to investigate macromolecular
assemblies formed in vitro, including RNA hydrogels279 and
protein fibrils.280 To determine the localization and spatial
distribution of specific components using TEM, samples can be
immuno-conjugated with colloidal gold particles coated with
specific antibodies,278 as applied in the study of the composition
and localization of the CRM1 nucleolar bodies.281 While
conventional TEM achieves high contrast with negative staining,
different cellular components may react differently to staining
agents, resulting in uneven labeling. To address this limitation, a
modified form of TEM called electron spectroscopic imaging
exploits the differential energy loss of naturally abundant
elements to discern nucleic acids and proteins within subcellular
structures.282 For example, the relatively uniform distribution of
proteins and nucleic acids within Ddx4-containing organelles
was demonstrated with the use of electron spectroscopic
imaging applied to HeLa cells.55

Combined use of light microscopy and EM is a common
approach to gain comprehensive insights into the structural and
dynamic properties of cellular bodies.283−285 Recent advance-
ments in specimen positioning on mounting grids, instrumental
enhancements, and software tools for data correlation across
different platforms have facilitated the development of
correlated light and EM (CLEM) techniques. CLEM enables
researchers to acquire both types of images from a single sample,
providing a more complete understanding of cellular structures.
The CLEM process involves initially examining a cellular sample
using light microscopy and subsequently preparing it for EM
imaging. By employing a shared positional reference, it becomes
possible to directly correlate the information obtained from light
microscopy, which offers broader context, with the high-
resolution ultrastructural details obtained from EM.286 CLEM
has been successfully applied to visualize the intricate ultra-
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structure of nucleolar subcompartments287,288 and to track the
localization of specific proteins within cytoplasmic aggre-
gates.289

6.2.5. Super-Resolution Microscopy (SRM). SRM
includes a series of microscopy techniques that overcomes the
diffraction barrier of light (around 200 nm) by 5−20-times and
enables the visualization of structures with enhanced special
resolution. It merges optical inputs with mathematical analysis
to generate images of the sample under examination by
employing advanced computational algorithms and specialized
fluorophores. Readers can refer to the 2022 work by Liu et al. for
a comprehensive review on SRM applied to cell biology.290 SRM
techniques can be grouped into two categories, according to the
main approach they employ: the first group, comprising
stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED), uses
patterned illumination to manipulate fluorescence behavior
and related variations; the second group, which includes
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM),
achieves super-resolution images by localizing individual
emitting molecules.
STED uses distinctly shaped beams to achieve super-

resolution imaging.291 By applying a STED beam, the emission
of fluorescent molecules outside the core of the excitation region
is suppressed, resulting in a sharpened effective point spread
function (PSF).292 To accomplish this, the depletion beam is
shaped like a doughnut, with a certain intensity at the periphery
and zero intensity at the center of the excitation spot. By
scanning these sharpened PSFs across the sample, high-
resolution super-resolved images can be obtained. The
advantages of STED direct image acquisition can be applied
to in vivo imaging293 and the possibility of 3D-sectioning renders
this technique particularly suited for whole cell and tissue
imaging.294 STED can offer valuable insights into the spatial
organization and dynamics of RNA molecules. It enables the
direct visualization of labeled RNA with improved resolution
and detail, allowing for a comprehensive examination of the
spatial organization, distribution, and colocalization of con-
densed RNA structures with other cellular components in both
cellular and in vitro systems. Moreover, STED microscopy is
well-suited for characterizing the morphology and shape of RNA
condensates, as well as for investigating their dynamics by
capturing the processes of formation, dissolution, and rearrange-
ment of RNA coacervates.
STORM stands out as a super-resolution method, offering the

highest spatial resolution for imaging subcellular structures with
XY and axial resolutions ranging from 10 to 20 nm and 10 to 75
nm, respectively.295 The working principle is based on a
sequential, sparse activation of photoswitchable fluorophores, in
order to precisely determine their individual positions with
subnanometer accuracy. Multiple images of the same observa-
tion volume with different sets of individual fluorophores
activated through repetitive illumination are acquired to
generate a super-resolved image.296 Morphology and core
composition of SGs have been resolved using 2D and 3D
STORM297 but STORM can be also used to precisely map the
position of individual RNA molecules in cells,298 to investigate
protein−RNA interactions and their spatial organization by
combining dual-color labeling,299 and to study RNA granules
and their assembly.300 Of particular relevance, STORM was
fundamental in modeling PRC2−XIST interaction and dynam-
ics301 (see section XIST: A Recently Discovered Case of RNA-
Mediated Biological Condensation).

6.3. Methods to Study RNA Granule Composition
Specific techniques can be exploited to determine the
composition of RNA granules (Figure 5C). In this section, we
focus on the general principles to determine the RNA
component of coacervates. The interactions that RNA
establishes with other macromolecules and with proteins in
particular, influence and determine granules’ nature. For the
specific study of RNA−protein interactions, we recommend
referring to other reviews focusing on these aspects to gain a
better knowledge of the interplay between RNA and proteins in
biological granules formation and function.302,303

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) allows for the
specific detection and localization of RNA molecules within
their biological context, providing insights into how their spatial
distribution might contribute to crowding. Coacervate isolation
enables the study of phase-separated structures often implicated
in crowding, and how RNA molecules contribute to their
formation and stability. Tag-based extraction allows for the
selective isolation and subsequent analysis of RNA, which can
shed light on the molecular interactions and structural attributes
that make them effective promoters of crowding.

6.3.1. Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH).
Because it is low throughput and often requires prior knowledge
of the system under investigation, FISH is a technique mostly
used in earlier studies. However, it remains an informative
method to investigate the spatial organization, abundance, and
localization of specific RNA in a whole-cell context. FISH’s
working principle is based on the thermodynamic annealing of
two complementary strands of nucleic acids that, under proper
conditions, form a duplex called a hybrid.304 Fluorescently
labeled probes are designed to hybridize to their target RNA
sequence, which can then be visualized using a fluorescence
microscope. Exploiting, at the same time, fluorescent protein
markers for different MLOs, it is possible to screen the presence
of target RNAs in different cellular compartments and to define
the partial composition of the condensates under exam
(colocalization studies).
Initially, in situ hybridization (ISH) with RNA probes was

performed solely to detect complementary DNA sequences and
the visualization required autoradiography.305 The first
examples of fluorescent RNA probes (FISH) to visualize DNA
were seen around 10 years later,306 while the tracking of RNA
molecules bymeans of RNA probes was first performed on Actin
mRNA in a culture of skeletal muscle.307 Since then, FISH has
been used for multiple applications and has been developed into
a single molecule tool (smFISH) with a sensitivity high enough
to resolve individual mRNA transcripts.308 Many versions of
FISH exist today, but the core of the technique always relies on
the common steps of sample preparation (prehybridization),
hybridization and washing. The most delicate and complex
phase, which precedes these steps, is probably the design of the
RNA probe, which must take into account GC content,
secondary structure propensities, length and pairing (specific-
ity).309 Because of their accessibility and stability, chemically
synthesized or PCR-made probes are currently preferred to in
vitro-transcribed ones. In the most modern application within
the field of RNA condensation, FISH has been deployed, among
other uses, to detect the phenomenon of RNA microsatellite
repeat-driven LLPS to regulate oncogene transcription,310 to
track the chemical modulation of RNA LLPS,311 and to localize
a target RNA within the outer shell of ribonucleoprotein
coacervates.312 Quantitative information can also be extracted
by analyzing fluorescence intensity in condensed RNA regions,
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while combining FISH with time-lapse imaging can enable the
observation of dynamic changes in RNA granules over time.

6.3.2. Granule Isolation. For an unbiased, large-scale
analysis of the content of RNA coacervates, the ideal approach
consists of extracting all macromolecules found within their
boundaries. MLOs or other liquid-separated compartments can
be purified under certain conditions or from specific tissues/cell
types and sent for RNA sequencing to gain insights into the
spatiotemporal location and abundance of RNAs and how they
change over time. The experimental approaches used to isolate
MLOs are similar to the ones employed in the purification of
membrane-bound organelles. The nucleolus was one of the first
condensates to have ever been isolated and extensively studied
in its components via density gradient fractionation.313 Since
then, extraction of the nucleolus has become a routine
procedure. When smaller, more dynamic coacervates are
under examination, further methodologies must be imple-
mented to unveil their content. One way to do so is via
fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS),154 by labeling a
protein marker specific for a certain MLO with a fluorescent tag
and by sorting only the fluorescent cells with a cytofluorometer.
After density gradient centrifugation, RNA can then be extracted
from the marker-positive granules and sent for sequencing.
Differential centrifugation, based on size and density of the

particles under study, is probably the most commonly used way
to isolate coacervates. Other methods include: (i) immunopre-
cipitation, which can be used when a protein bound to the RNA
of interest is known and which employs antibodies targeting a
protein of interest to pull down the whole organelle, followed by
a gentle centrifugation or filtration to separate them from the
rest of the cellular components;314 (ii) microdissection, which
involves physically separating the organelles from the surround-
ing cellular material but which requires micromanipulation tools
such as microcapillaries;315 (iii) biochemical fractionation,
which enables the isolation of the MLOs according to their
biochemical properties and which requires cellular lysis followed
by a chromatographic or centrifugation-based technique to
separate the organelle based on their solubility, size or affinity to
specific molecules.316 The selection of one method over another
often depends on the properties of the coacervate of interest and
on the goals of the study.

6.3.3. Tag-Based Extraction. The concept of using affinity
tags to identify the interactome of specific macromolecules goes
back to the production and purification of proteins. The idea
behind this is simple: a biological or chemical molecule with
high affinity toward the tag captures the tagged one, which
remains detained after multiple rounds of washing. By applying a
buffer with specific pH or a high concentration of a competitor
of the tag, the labeled molecule is released.317 This principle, still
commonly used in protein purification protocols, finds a better
application in the study of molecular condensates when
expanded to its high-throughput variations. While remaining
one of the main tools to isolate and identify proteins, the
exploration of RNA affinity tags has been limited to few
applications, such as antisense probe pulldown. Compounds
such as biotin and fluorescent dyes can be incorporated to in
vitro-synthesized RNA, while the detection of in vivo-generated
RNAs can be achieved by hybridizing them with synthetic DNA
or RNA oligonucleotides that carry tags. However, the isolation
of RNA complexes in live cells might be more fruitful if a native,
in cell-produced RNA with specific recognition motifs or
structures can be used as a bait.318 When selecting target ligands
for RNA affinity tags, several factors must be taken into account,

including cost and availability of the affinity resin, practical
aspects of how to elute the bond RNA under native conditions,
the best protocols to follow to avoid the coelution of
nonspecifically bound contaminants, and minimization of
background noise.
Single point mutations or expansions in key transcripts are

frequently associated with changes in the ability of that RNA to
function as a scaffold or a client in the formation of phase-
separated droplets, a phenomenon that can be linked to
disease.319,320 The RNA affinity tags offer potential applications
for the specific isolation and characterization of RNAs that
contain such mutations. In cells where the presence of the wild-
type gene is essential for growth, these tags can be exclusively
added to the mutant RNA. The use of RNA tags in this context
has been applied to protocols for affinity purification using
Sephadex or streptavidin-agarose in which the tagged mutant
RNAs could be selectively isolated from the corresponding wild-
type RNA, enabling the study of the subunit composition and
function of these lethal mutants.321 RNA tags can also be
employed for the rapid and specific isolation of specific
precursor or product forms of RNA, for isolation of RNA
species from crude cellular RNA extract, and for tagging specific
positions within macromolecular complexes.321

7. NEAT1: AN ARCHETYPICAL CASE OF
RNA-MEDIATED BIOLOGICAL CONDENSATION

Paraspeckles were initially identified in 2002 as nuclear bodies
that contain a group of RBPs known as the DBHS (Drosophila
Behavior and Human Splicing) family, which includes PSPC1,
SFPQ, and NONO.209,322 In 2009, four research groups nearly
simultaneously reported that a ncRNA, NEAT1 (Nuclear
Enriched Abundant Transcript 1) or MEN ε/β (Multiple
Endocrine Neoplasia Transcripts Epsilon and Beta), localizes
specifically to paraspeckles.82,98,323 Importantly, the depletion of
NEAT1 using antisense-oligonucleotides led to the disassembly
of paraspeckle components, suggesting thatNEAT1 functions as
a structural component of paraspeckles (Figure 6).
NEAT1, now renamed as Nuclear Paraspeckle Assembly

Transcript 1, is a gene conserved in mammalian species,
including humans and mice. Two distinct isoforms, NEAT1_1
(3.7 kb) and NEAT1_2 (22.7 kb), are generated through
alternative 3′ end processing of RNA polymerase II tran-
scripts20,98,323 (Figure 6A). This process involves conventional
polyadenylation and cleavage of a tRNA-like structure by
RNaseP, respectively.20,97 Both NEAT1 isoforms localize to
paraspeckles, but only the longer isoform,NEAT1_2, is essential
for paraspeckle formation whereas the shorter isoform,
NEAT1_1, is dispensable (Figure 6A,B).20,323

De novo paraspeckles form in close proximity to the NEAT1
gene locus, however the tethering of paraspeckle protein
components at a specific genomic locus does not trigger the
formation of paraspeckles.324 This suggests that ongoing
transcription of NEAT1 is required for paraspeckle formation.
Indeed, transcriptional inhibition by Actinomycin D or DRB
swiftly results in the disappearance of paraspeckles, leading to
the relocation of paraspeckle proteins to the perinucleolar
cap.20,209 It is worth noting that conventional RNA purification
protocols using acid guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloro-
form reagents, such as TRIzol (Thermo Fisher Scientific), are
inefficient in extracting NEAT1_2, a feature termed “semi-
extractability”.325 To enhance NEAT1_2 extraction, extensive
needle shearing or heating of the cell lysate in the RNA
extraction reagent is required. This suggests that NEAT1_2
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associates with a substantial amount of proteins and forms a
unique molecular milieu distinct from the conventional RNP
complex.
7.1. Protein Components of Paraspeckles and Their Fine
Structure
Following the initial identification of DBHS family RBPs within
paraspeckles, genome-wide subcellular localization studies using
EGFP-fusion proteins, as well as proteomic analyses, have
identified over 60 paraspeckle proteins (PSPs), the majority of
which are RBPs.20,327 Subsequent RNAi-mediated knockdown
analyses have determined the essential PSPs needed for
paraspeckle formation, each of which uniquely influences this
process. NONO, SFPQ, and RBM14 are necessary for the stable
expression of both NEAT1_1 and NEAT1_2, and depletion of
these PSPs results in a loss of NEAT1_1/2 expression and the
concomitant disappearance of paraspeckles.20 FUS, DAZAP1,
HNRNPH3, and BRG1 do not significantly affect NEAT1_2
expression; however, the RNP complex containingNEAT1_1/2
diffuses into the nucleoplasm upon their loss, suggesting these
PSPs are vital for the assembly of NEAT1 RNP.20 Notably,
BRG1 and BRM1 are components of SWI/SNF (switch/
sucrose non-fermentable) chromatin-remodeling complexes,
but their ATPase activities are not essential for paraspeckle
assembly, indicating they primarily provide a structural platform
for the assembly of NEAT1 RNPs.328

Unlike round liquid droplets with variable size formed by
phase separation of polymer mixtures, paraspeckles form a
spheroidal or cylindrical structure with a defined diameter of
around 300 nm.209,329 Each paraspeckle sphere houses
approximately 50 NEAT1_2 molecules, which are folded in a
U shape and radially arranged in a regular manner.329 ,330 Both
the 5′ and 3′ ends of NEAT1_2 are located in the paraspeckle’s
outer shell, with the lncRNA’s middle region situated in the
interior, creating a distinctive core−shell structure (Figure
6C).330 PSPs are also localized to specific positions along the

radially arranged NEAT1_2: SFPQ and NONO are localized in
the core region of paraspeckles, RBM14 and BRG1 form small
patches throughout paraspeckles, whereas TDP-43 is located in
the shell. The shell regions also contain the short isoform
NEAT1_1 and various AG-rich RNAs, although the physio-
logical significance of these RNAs’ localization remains to be
investigated.
7.2. Functional Domains of NEAT1_2 Revealed by
Mutational Studies

The organized arrangement of NEAT1_2 within paraspeckles
suggests the existence of functional domains that associate with
specific PSP components. Indeed, systematic analyses of a series
of NEAT1_2 deletion mutants, created by CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing technology in a haploid HAP1 cell line, revealed
that NEAT1_2 contains three functional domains: the 5′ and 3′
domains necessary for NEAT1_2 stabilization, the domains
required forNEAT1 isoform switching, and the domains needed
for paraspeckle assembly, respectively (Figure 7A).331

The 3′ stabilization domain forms a triple helix structure,
commonly found in stable nuclear RNAs, including MALAT1
and PAN RNA from Kaposi Sarcoma Virus, which protects the
transcripts from exonuclease degradation.97,332 The first 1
kilobase of the 5′ region also contributes to the stabilization of
NEAT1_1/2, although to a lesser extent compared to the triple
helix structure. This region also contains cis-acting DNA
elements necessary for the proper expression of NEAT1, and
deletion of this region leads to a reduction in NEAT1
expression.331

The isoform switching domains are located around the
polyadenylation signal, which is required for the production of
the short, polyadenylated isoform, NEAT1_1. As with conven-
tional polyadenylated mRNAs, the 3′ processing ofNEAT1_1 is
regulated by the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor
(CPSF) complex, which recognizes the polyadenylation signals
and triggers the cleavage and subsequent polyadenylation by
poly-A polymerase. The isoform switching domain associates
with HNRNPK, which functionally counteracts with CPSF,
resulting in RNA polymerase II readthrough and the production
of the architectural isoform, NEAT1_2.20

Deletion of the middle region of NEAT1_2 results in the
formation of small, dispersed paraspeckles lacking the character-
istic core−shell structures, suggesting that this region serves to
assemble NEAT1 RNPs to build paraspeckles.331 Notably, an
artificialNEAT1_2, termed mini-NEAT1, comprising the 5′ and
3′ stabilization domains and the assembly domain, can induce
the formation of paraspeckles with a core−shell structure,
implying that these two elements are sufficient to create the
ordered structure. The assembly region consists of three
redundant subdomains that possess binding sites for NONO
and SFPQ, and forced recruitment of NONO using an artificial
MS2 stem loop andMS2 coat protein fused to these proteins can
replace the function of the assembly domain of mini-NEAT1.
NONO has been shown to dimerize via a domain called the
NOPS domain and forms higher-order polymers via a coiled-coil
domain.333 The tethering of mutant NONO lacking either the
NOPS domain or the coiled-coil domain fails to replace the
function of the assembly domain of NEAT1_2, suggesting that
the dimerization of NONO and subsequent polymerization is
essential for the assembly of NEAT1 RNP to form para-
speckles.331

Figure 6.NEAT1_2, an architectural lncRNA, is an essential component of
paraspeckles. (A) NEAT1_1 (3.7 kb) and NEAT1_2 (22.7 kb)
represent two distinct isoforms, synthesized through alternative 3′
end processing.NEAT1_2 features a 3′ triple helix structure (TH). PAS
indicates the polyadenylation signal. (B) Structured illumination
microscopy revealing the structure of mouse paraspeckles. NEAT1
FISH probe-stained paraspeckles are shown (green signals show the 5′
and 3′ regions of NEAT1_2 distribution, while magenta signals show
the middle region of NEAT1_2). Scale bar equals 500 nm. (C) A
schematic illustration depicting the core−shell arrangement of
paraspeckle components. Figure in panel B is taken from ref 326 with
permission (license 5675280613706 from https://s100.copyright.
com/). Copyright 2016 Elsevier.
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7.3. Role of IDRs of PSPs during the Formations of
Paraspeckles

While the components of paraspeckles are arranged into
characteristic core−shell structures, they can fuse to form
elongated structures with distinct diameter. This flexible nature
is commonly observed in MLOs, and the underlying molecular
mechanisms used to build these structures differ from those that
create more defined submicron-scale molecular machines of
similar sizes, such as proteasomes or nuclear pores, in which each
component binds to a specific partner through highly specific
molecular interactions. The roles of IDRs in the formation of
nonmembranous organelles have attracted significant attention
since the discovery that IDRs of their components undergo
phase transitions to form hydrogels or liquid droplets in vitro.334

Interestingly, all the RBPs required for the stabilization of
NEAT1 or assembly of NEAT1 RNPs contain distinct IDRs.335

The IDRs of PSPs are particularly enriched in polar and
noncharged amino acids, specifically glycine (G), glutamine
(Q), serine (S), and tyrosine (Y), which are hallmarks of prion-
like domains (PrLD) commonly found in proteins that exhibit
prion-like properties in yeast cells.23 Disassembly of para-
speckles in FUS/RBM14-depleted mutant cells can be rescued
by full-length FUS/RBM14, but not with mutant molecules
lacking the PrLD,335 suggesting that these PrLDs play essential
roles during paraspeckle formation. The PrLDs of FUS and

RBM14 undergo phase transition in vitro, forming hydrogels that
exhibit X-ray diffraction corresponding to ∼4.6 and 10 Å,
reminiscent of the X-ray diffraction of amyloid fibrils.335 The
function of PrLD to induce paraspeckle formation is impaired
when Y residues are mutated to S, suggesting that π−cation or
π−π interactions mediate the multivalent weak interactions
essential for the assembly of NEAT1. Given that all essential
PSPs exhibit RNA-binding properties, association of the PSPs
with NEAT1_2 may increase their local concentration at the
transcription site of this transcript, enabling multivalent weak
interactions between IDRs to undergo phase transitions and
form higher-order assemblies ofNEAT1RNPs. The recruitment
and polymerization of NONO and SFPQ along the assembly
domain ofNEAT1_2may be particularly important in triggering
the assembly process by providing a molecular milieu enriched
in their IDRs.
Considering that the IDRs of FUS or RBM14 alone can

localize to paraspeckles when exogenously expressed, the
molecular milieu enriched in IDRs of NONO and SFPQ may
further recruit other RBPs with distinct IDRs that exhibit
preferential affinity, and undergo phase transition to form
flexible paraspeckles. It should be noted that not all RBPs with
distinct IDRs are enriched in paraspeckles, implying there is a
certain specificity between each IDR. How each IDR exhibits
specific affinity to other IDRs is not fully understood and
currently represents an active area of research.

Figure 7. Functional domain of NEAT1_2 and the block copolymer model of paraspeckles. (A) Schematics show the functional domain of the human
NEAT1_2. Pink and green rectangles indicate NEAT1_2 stabilization domains and NEAT1 isoform switching domains, respectively. Blue rectangle,
which functions as B block, is required for paraspeckle assembly through interaction with PSPs. A and C block domains, which are required for shell
formation, are shown as red lines. (B) The amphipathic ABC triblock copolymer model for paraspeckles with the four types of free energy (i−iv)
shown. (C) Displays the localization of NEAT1_2 within paraspeckles and the size of paraspeckles in NEAT1 mutants lacking either or both of the 5
and 3′domains.
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7.4. The Block Copolymer Model of Paraspeckles
Unlike typical spherical droplets formed by LLPS, paraspeckles
can adopt both cylindrical and spherical shapes, each with a
highly ordered internal structure.209,329,330 Moreover, para-
speckles demonstrate a defined minimum diameter, contrasting
with the variable sizes of spherical liquid droplets formed by
LLPS. Recent research suggests that the formation of para-
speckles is similar to micellization or local phase separation seen
in block copolymers, which are composed of two or more
chemically distinct polymer blocks.336 In this context,
NEAT1_2, a central component of paraspeckles, can be
considered as a block copolymer due to its distinct regions
associating with unique sets of RNA binding proteins, imparting
different properties to each region. In the simplest block
copolymer models, AB block copolymers composed of two
distinct polymer blocks (e.g., the A block is hydrophilic, and the
B block is hydrophobic) self-assemble to form spheres and
cylinders with distinct diameters, evoking the formation of both
spherical and elongated paraspeckles. This model has been
further expanded into an ABC triblock copolymer model,337

which can elucidate the complex organization of a series of
mutant NEAT1_2 molecules within paraspeckles (Figure
7B).338

In the triblock copolymer model, hydrophilic A and C blocks
correspond to the 5′ and 3′ terminal regions of NEAT1_2,
respectively, while the middle region of NEAT1_2 corresponds
to hydrophobic B blocks.338 This analogy is strengthened by the
middle region of NEAT1_2, the assembly domain, which
associates with NONO to form an oligomer primarily via
hydrophobic interactions.339 Like micellization in block
copolymers, the assembly process of paraspeckles aims to
minimize the total free energy. This goal is achieved by
considering four types of free energy in the triblock copolymer
model: (i) surface free energy of B blocks, (ii) free energy from
excluded-volume interactions between A or C blocks in the shell,
(iii) free energy from excluded-volume interactions between A/
C blocks and B blocks, and (iv) free energy caused by stretching
of B blocks.
The formation of paraspeckles under standard conditions can

be understood as follows.338 Paraspeckles adopt a spherical
shape to minimize the surface area of the core, reducing (i). The
number of NEAT1_2 molecules that can be incorporated into
each paraspeckle sphere is limited because (ii) results in
repulsive interactions between A/C blocks (i.e., A/C blocks
preferentially interact with the solvent in the shell rather than
with each other), thereby creating paraspeckle spheres of a
constant size. To minimize (iii), hydrophilic A/C blocks are
excluded from the hydrophobic core composed of B blocks,
resulting in the formation of a characteristic core−shell structure
with the 5′ and 3′ terminals ofNEAT1_2 located in the shell and
the middle region in the core. (iv) constrains the diameter of the
core to a constant length, explaining the formation of elongated,
sausage-like paraspeckles with a fixed diameter.
The triblock copolymer model can also rationalize the

behavior of mutant NEAT1_2 and the organization of the
molecular condensates they create.338 First, a reduction in the
length of A or C blocks decreases the energetic cost to enter the
core region, prompting the redistribution of these components
into the core of the micelles. Consistently, deletion of either the
5′ or the 3′ terminal region of NEAT1_2 leads to the
redistribution of either end into the core of the paraspeckle
(Figure 7C). Second, the model predicts that the absence of
hydrophilic A/C blocks eliminates the repulsive interactions

that limit the number of copolymers entering each micelle,
leading to the formation of larger condensates. Indeed, a mutant
NEAT1_2 lacking both 5′ and 3′ terminal regions induces the
formation of large, round paraspeckles, resembling liquid
droplets formed by LLPS (Figure 7C). These droplets can
coalesce to form larger droplets with a shape solely regulated by
surface tension. Third, the model suggests that the internal
organization of NEAT1_2 within paraspeckles is primarily
determined by its transcriptional levels. As the number of
NEAT1_2 molecules within a paraspeckle increases, the 5′ and
3′ terminal regions tend to redistribute toward the core or even
display a random distribution within the paraspeckles. This
phenomenon may be attributed to the fact that an increase in
NEAT1_2 production significantly affects the repulsive
interactions between the A blocks as well as between the C
blocks. These interactions tend to have a more pronounced
effect than the repulsive interactions between the A/C blocks
and B blocks in the core. This hypothesis aligns with observed
behavior in experiments where NEAT1_2 expression, enhanced
by the proteasome inhibitor MG132, resulted in the random
localization of a mutant NEAT1_2 lacking a short stretch of the
5′ terminal region within paraspeckles. While these models
effectively explain the behavior of paraspeckles, the precise
molecular entities that confer hydrophobic and hydrophilic
properties to each region remain to be elucidated.
In summary, the block copolymer model accounts for the

unique dynamics of the micellization process of paraspeckle
assembly, which differs from the condensates formed purely by
LLPS. This model provides insights into the morphological
changes in paraspeckles due to alterations in the NEAT1_2
molecule. However, further analysis is necessary to investigate
the precise molecular basis that provides the properties of each
region of NEAT1_2, which represent the “hydrophilic” and
“hydrophobic” nature of the block copolymer in the theoretical
model.

8. XIST: A RECENTLY DISCOVERED CASE OF
RNA-MEDIATED BIOLOGICAL CONDENSATION

The formation of the inactive X chromosome (Xi) by the
lncRNA XIST through X-Chromosome Inactivation (XCI) has
been a predominant model system for understanding how
chromatin-associated lncRNAs can induce changes in chromo-
some structure and gene regulation and establish nuclear
compartments.340,341 XCI occurs in the epiblast cells of
implanting female blastocysts and induces the transition from
two active X chromosomes (Xa) to one Xa and one Xi. This
developmental process is recapitulated in female embryonic
stem cells (ESCs) when differentiated in culture.342 In the
following text, we distinguish between Xist for experiments
conducted in mice and XIST when addressing properties
conserved in humans. Upon XCI onset, Xist becomes
upregulated on one of the two active Xa’s and Xist RNA then
transfers across the entirety of the X chromosome from which it
is expressed, using the local 3D chromatin architecture to guide
its spread.343,344 Xist spreading initiates a cascade of epigenetic
changes, transcriptional silencing, and chromatin rearrangement
that results in formation of the Xist-coated Xi.345 The Xi is
heritably maintained for the lifetime of the cell and throughout
all subsequent cell divisions.346,347
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8.1. XIST RNA: A Modular Scaffold for Diverse Protein
Interaction

A fundamental question has been how XIST (or other gene- and
chromatin-regulatory lncRNAs) functionally compartmentalize
the nucleus. Xist is a long RNA close to 18 kb in length.348−350 It
harbors 6 repetitive elements termed A−F122,351 (Figure 8A).
Each repeat element is composed of smaller tandem repeats and
current data indicate that they confer the various functions of
Xist through the recruitment of diverse interacting proteins.352

Thus, Xist RNA acts as a scaffold that integrates many
interaction partners through discrete domains and individual
RNA−protein interaction modules carry out the distinct
functions of the RNA. As shown in mouse, the A-repeat is a
region of Xist RNA that is essential for Xist-mediated gene
silencing353 through binding of the transcriptional repressor
SPEN/SHARP354−356 (Figure 8B). SPEN activates the histone
deacetylase HDAC3 and likely other complexes on chromatin
through its SPOC domain to force eviction of RNA polymerase
II, thereby initiating (and maintaining) gene silencing,354,357

while contributing to upregulation of Xist with other tran-
scription factors and chromatin remodeling complexes.358

Consequently, the deletion of the A-repeat or of SPEN/
SHARP leads to a nearly complete lack of gene silencing.353,357

Intriguingly, as discussed below in detail, the large IDR of
SPEN/SHARP is essential for the integration of many SPEN
molecules into the Xist assembly and for gene silencing on the
Xi.22,359 The A-repeat of Xist also recruits the SPEN/SHARP-
like proteins RBM15 and its homologue RBM15b (Figure 8B),
which interacts with the METTL3/14 complex that in turn
confers the m6A modification on the Xist RNA.360 In contrast to
the deletion of SPEN/SHARP, the deletion of RBM15/15b
yields a limited defect in gene silencing by Xist.361 Hetero-

chromatinization of the Xi is regulated through the B- and C-
proximal repeats, which recruit various repressive epigenetic
modifiers, including the Polycomb repressive complexes PRC1
and PRC2 and the structural regulator Smchd1 (structural
maintenance of chromosomes flexible hinge domain containing
1) via binding of hnRNP-K.355,362,363 HnRNPK binds directly to
the B-/C-proximal repeats of Xist; yet, how this protein can
recruit various repressive chromatin regulators is currently
unknown.Without these regions ofXistRNA or the proteins this
repeat sequence recruits, repressive chromatin marks including
histone H2AK119ub, H3K27me3, H4K20me1, DNA methyl-
ation and many of the 3D chromatin organization changes
characteristic of the Xi are not correctly established and a subset
of genes on the Xi lacks silencing.364,365 The RBPs CIZ1,
PTBP1, MATRIN3, TDP-43 and CELF1 assemble on the
multivalent E-repeat element and are required for faithful XCI
establishment, including continued gene silencing and Xist
localization123 (Figure 8C).
CIZ1 appears to function separately from the other E-repeat

binding proteins and in addition to controlling Xist localization
regulates Xist transcription and stability of the RNA.123,366−368

Deletion of PTBP1, MATRIN3, TDP-43, and CELF1 (or the E-
repeat) does not disrupt the initial Xist spreading or XCI-
initiation but interferes with the maintenance of silencing and
Xist sequestration in the X-territory, indicating that these
proteins shape the Xi to enable the maintenance of gene
silencing, in line with early evidence showing no major defects in
the maintenance of XCI in the absence of Xist.369 PTBP1,
MATRIN3, TDP-43, and CELF1 are well-characterized RNA-
processing factors that form higher-order assemblies, partic-
ularly when concentrated by RNAs containing multivalent
protein binding sites such as Xist RNA.123,367,370 Moreover,

Figure 8. Xist tandem repeats and secondary structures of the A- and E-repeats. (A) tandem repeats A-F localization and approximate length is shown.
(B) A-repeats, containing 7.5 copies of a repeat unit, are shown as oriented numbered arrows (1−7.5). SPEN and RBM15/15b (displayed as RBM15/
b) binding sites are shown in red and orange, respectively. Solid and dashed lines represent RNA nucleotides on different planes. (C) One of the
suggested structures of the E-repeat is shown. Binding sites for MATR3, PTBP1, and TDP-43 are shown (in purple and green respectively).
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these proteins harbor multiple RNA binding domains that allow
for the simultaneous engagement of distinct repeat motifs within
the E-repeat on or between individual RNA transcripts. When
bound to Xist, these factors engage in self-aggregation
(homotypic) and with other proteins/RNA (heterotypic
interactions) that induce the formation of a heteromeric
higher-order Xist−protein network.123,367 At a critical concen-
tration threshold, these self-aggregation properties and multi-
valent RNA−protein and protein−protein interactions induce
liquid−liquid demixing in vitro for PTBP1 and CELF1,123 and
for PTBP1371 and TDP-43.372 Thus, it is likely that by binding

and concentrating PTBP1, CELF1, MATRIN3 and TDP-43,
Xist establishes a protein condensate within the Xi, which in turn
contributes to the sequestration of Xist within a defined nuclear
territory. Together, studies of the function of each repeat
highlight that Xist exploits extensive RNA−protein and
protein−protein interactions to build a repressive chromatin
compartment across an entire chromosome and that higher-
order protein−protein interactions are critical for the formation
of a functional compartment.

Figure 9. The functional and structural role of XIST RNA granules-. (A) In mouse it has been shown thatXist condensates in the Xi generate gradients of
repressive proteins that silenceXist-proximal and distant genes on the whole X chromosome. TwoXistRNAmolecules (red solid center) form discrete
granules (red spheres) localizing in close proximity to open chromatin channels (interchromatin space). These interactions likely happen through
direct contacts with matrix proteins. Xist granules generate, by means of phase separation, the accumulation of repressive proteins within the
condensates and in the intracondensate territory. In particular, SPEN (SHARP) (green circles) accumulates on the Xi via its IDR (smaller dot inside a
larger green circle; dashed black line indicates propensity to interact). Local high-concentration availability of repressors is used to silence the genes
that are not in close proximity to the Xist condensates (concentration gradient and sink effect). This effect is dependent on PRC1-mediated chromatin
compaction by PRC1 multimerization (black dashed arrows, indicating contraction; PRC1 complex, yellow, orange, light-blue circles). This model
explains how a limited number ofXistmolecules or granules can silence a large chromosome such as the X chromosome. According to this model, genes
(large arrows) in close proximity to Xist condensates are silenced early (green boxes), whereas distant genes are silenced late (red boxes). The key
indicates all participants in the model. Dark and light shades of brown represent compact and less-compact chromatin regions, respectively. TF,
transcription factor. (B) Discrete granules formed by Xist RNA molecules in the nucleus. Granules distribution is visualized using double staining
whereXist is highlighted in red and the histonemarkerH3K27me3 is shown in green. Cells are also counterstained with DAPI, which appears blue. The
preparation of cells for IF and super-resolution imaging was carried out following a previously published method.383 Imaging was conducted using a
confocal microscope LSM 900 equipped with Airyscan 2, and the resulting images were processed using ImageJ, adhering to previously described
procedures.383 The figure includes numbered squares, indicating an area approximately 3× magnified compared to the original image’s background.
This magnification focuses on regions around the Xist RNA-enriched domain within a cell. A scale-bar representing approximately 1 μm is also
included. Note that only one z-stack is presented in the image.
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8.2. Protein Crowding Induced by XIST RNA
Original studies using diffraction-limited microscopes, revealed
thatXist-interacting proteins concentrate within the Xi-territory,
suggesting that Xist induces the accumulation of interacting
proteins at a high concentration within a territory spatially
proximal to its transcription locus,22,373 to establish an
intrachromosomal silencing compartment.22,374,375 However,
SRM experiments determined that Xist RNA forms about 50−
100 granules within the Xi territory to mediate
XCI.22,301,368,376,377 In this text, the term “Xist granule” refers
to SRM imaging data, while “Xist foci” is used to indicate
diffraction-limited studies in which Xist condensates partially or
completely overlapping with the Xi. Careful measurements of
Xist granules through live cell super-resolution microscopy and
single particle tracking revealed that they are not diffusible,
remaining spatially constrained to particular chromosomal
locations.22 The tethering to chromatin and the nuclear
matrix345 with high affinity, likely including proteins such as
hnRNP-U (also known as SAF-A),378 confines Xist granules
locally and limits movement to the motion of bound chromatin.
Moreover, it was shown that each Xist granule contains two Xist
RNA molecules.22,368 The application of super-resolution
microscopy to Xist-effector proteins showed that these “static”
Xist granules concentrate the proteins known to bind the RNA
directly and indirectly in their vicinity. Thus, rather than
concentrating proteins equally across the entire Xi territory,Xist-
interacting proteins are most highly concentrated around the
Xist granules (Figure 9A,B). Markaki et al. quantified the
number of SPEN/SHARP molecules around each Xist granule
and demonstrated that at least 35 SPEN/SHARP molecules are
present.22 The authors suggested that many other Xist
interacting proteins may be also present in high copy number
relative to Xist within each Xist granule.22 FRAP combined with
mathematical modeling was exploited to define spatiotemporal
dynamics of Xist and its effector proteins and showed that CIZ1
and Xist molecules form a stable core of Xist-granules with long
residence time.22,379 All other tested Xist-interacting proteins
have a much shorter residence time in the Xi-territory,
sometimes nearing that of transcription factors.22,375 Imaging
studies indicate that the proteins with short residence times
aggregate around the slowly exchanging Xist-CIZ1 core.22,375 In
Xist granules, this arrangement of proteins induces the formation
of supra-molecular protein complexes (SMACs) that are protein
accumulations or crowding granules located around the two
stably confined Xist RNA molecules. Xist-associated SMACs are
persistent yet highly dynamic structures with high protein
content.22

Two studies examined further how Xist-interacting proteins
can accumulate in Xist granules superstoichiometrically relative
to the two constituent Xist molecules, by exploring how the
SPEN/SHARP protein accumulates in eachXist granule.22 They
found that the accumulation of SPEN molecules in SMACs is
driven by the interactions established by its IDRs. Without
these, SPEN/SHARP does not accumulate in Xist-SMACs.22,359

Intriguingly, a large number of Xist-effector proteins contains
IDRs and they are often found in MLOs such as paraspeckles
and/or SGs.23 The lack of SPEN/SHARP’s accumulation in
Xist-SMACs in the absence of its IDR enabled both research
teams to assess the functional importance of the SPEN/SHARP
protein accumulation in SMACs for gene silencing. In the
absence of the IDR, gene silencing does not take place.22,359

Intriguingly, the Guttman lab showed that the replacement of
the SPEN IDRwith that of the FUS protein rescues both protein

accumulation and gene silencing.359 Together, these findings
indicate that weak IDR-mediated intermolecular interactions are
required for the formation of Xist-SMACs and for the gene
regulatory function of Xist (Figure 9A). In addition, the Xist E-
repeat instance has demonstrated that this multivalent RNA
sequence additionally plays a key role in nucleating weak
protein−protein interactions between associated proteins.123

Thus, high effective concentrations and weak, multivalent
interactions between proteins appear to provide the function-
ality of Xist. A detailed mechanistic understanding of how
selective inclusion of proteins into Xist-SMACs is achieved is
largely lacking, yet, direct binding of proteins to the Xist RNA
may dictate the molecular makeup of proteins within the Xist-
SMAC compartment and thereby the function of Xist.
The accumulation of proteins creates local concentration

gradients of these proteins around each Xist hub, resulting in an
increased presence of transcriptional repressors, RBPs and other
Xist-interactors within the Xi-compartment22 (Figure 9A,B). In
addition to Xist RNA, other RNA molecules, such as transcripts
arising from transposable elements, may participate in the
formation of the Xi.380 The rapid binding and dissociation
possibly enables Xist effector proteins to probe and regulate
targets beyond the locations where the two Xist molecules of a
given Xist granule are confined.22 Thus, Xist establishes the Xi
compartment by inducing macromolecular crowding of
heterochromatinization proteins, rather than through stoichio-
metric interaction of individual Xist protein complexes with
target genes and cis-regulatory elements. In turn, the limited set
of 50−100 Xist granules is sufficient to induce the inactivation of
the ∼1000 genes on the X-chromosome that are subject to XCI.
The comprehensive understanding of how Xist-seeded SMACs
control gene silencing and maintain the silent Xi would involve
the determination of all the involved components and of their
stoichiometry within each Xist-granule and across the Xi, as well
as further biophysical characterization of the interactions. There
is little doubt that, as a model system for lncRNA-seeded nuclear
compartmentalization, studies of Xist will continue to provide
critical insights in this emerging field of RNA-mediated nuclear
compartmentalization.
The repeat-driven multivalent nature of Xist and the many

weak intermolecular (and possibly intramolecular) interactions
among Xist-binding proteins suggest that Xist granules may
undergo phase separation.381 Indeed, PTBP1, one of the
interactors of the Xist E-repeat, can undergo liquid−liquid
demixing in vitrowhen incubated at high concentrations with the
RNA.26,123 The addition of CELF1 to these in vitro reactions
lowers the concentration of each factor required for condensate
formation.123 Whether phase separation occurs for the Xi, in the
context of the Xist granule, and whether such phase separation
would be functionally important, is currently under inves-
tigation. Protein recruitment and exchange with its surroundings
by phase separation can sustain the recruitment of silencing
proteins at high-concentration, as hypothesized by the Cerase
and Tartaglia laboratories23,382 and experimentally shown by the
Plath and the Guttman groups.22,359

8.3. XIST RNA Structures Guide Protein Recruitment and
Functional Modularity

RNA structures are essential for protein recruitment7 and might
act as seeds for nucleation.359,384 Functional and structural
studies have shown that secondary structures of the XIST RNA
are fundamental for its biological function.351,385 However, there
is not a single structure (or an ensemble of structures) that is
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universally accepted in the field. Pioneer experiments by the
Jaenisch lab suggested that the A-repeat, a region of Xist that is
necessary for silencing353 and interacts with SPEN/SHARP and
RBM15/15b, is likely to assume a double stem and loop
structure.353 The authors also showed, using mutagenesis
analysis, that the secondary structure of the A-repeat is essential
for the silencing ability of Xist RNA.353 Work from the Sattler
group subsequently showed that each A-repeat can assume a
single stem-loop structure, rather than a double stem loop
one,386,387 that this structure is repeated several times, and that it
is essential for its biological function.353,387 Subsequently, work
from the Chang lab suggested that an ensemble of structures,
functionally similar to the one suggested by the Sattler group, is
more likely to be found in vivo, rather than a fixed, single
structure,244 as originally suggested by several groups.353,388,389

Notably, the structures proposed by the Sattler and the Chang
groups are compatible with the recruitment of multiple
proteins,244 working as a multimerization platform for protein
recruitment and potentially as a seed for aggregation and SMAC
formation23,382 (Figure 8B). Long-range interactions between
Xist repeats are also possible in the context of the Xist granules.
The Xist E-repeat has been reported to be loosely structured,

i.e., it displays double stranded RNA segments intertwined with
single stranded RNA segments.351,385 The single stranded RNA
segments are important for interactions with MATR3 and
PTBP1, two proteins necessary for the supra-stoichiometric
recruitment of protein repressors by Xist,123,390 and TDP-43, a
protein associated with cellular aggregation123,391 (Figure 8C).
There is relatively little structural information regarding the
other repeats of Xist; therefore, these will not be discussed here.
8.4. Types of Interactions in the XIST Granule

XIST RNA, like any other RNA, is capable of interacting with
other nucleic acids and proteins through a series of weak
noncovalent interactions. RNA molecules can interact with
themselves (homotypic interaction) or other RNAs (hetero-
typic interactions) through partial complementary base pairing
(Figure 10). Complementary base pairing (i.e., A/U, C/G)
allows the formation of 2 and 3 hydrogen bonds, respectively,
leading to a pairing of enthalpy energy in the range of 10−20
kcal/mol in water392 (Figure 10A). It is not known yet whether
XIST molecules are kept together through complementary
RNA:RNA interactions or through protein−RNA:protein−
protein interactions (Figure 10A). RNA:RNA interactions can
also be mediated by weak noncovalent interactions between the
aromatic rings of nucleotides (π stacking, π−π stacking) (Figure
10B) or between the ribose and the aromatic rings of nucleotides
(lone pair−π).393,394 The energy of π stacking and lone-pair
interactions is usually below 10 kJ/mol in water solutions.395

Nevertheless, π−π stacking interactions help the RNA to assume
secondary structures, which in turn is important in shaping
protein binding interfaces and stabilizing protein−RNA
complexes. Together, these interactions can influence the
conformational dynamics and functional properties of pro-
tein−RNA interactions.396

Xist RNA interacts through direct binding with ∼50 proteins,
sustaining interactions with hundreds of nuclear proteins.397 In
particular, repetitive regions of Xist RNA,351 support most of the
direct RNA−protein interactions,397,398 even though direct
interactions often occur in nonpaired regions of Xist RNA. Xist
RNA can interact with proteins through weak electrostatic
forces399 (Figure 10C−F). These interactions are also essential
for the folding of specific RNA segments (i.e., the Xist A-repeat,

see previous paragraph) into non-random ensembles of 2D and
3D structures.399 The energy stored in this type of interaction
varies largely depending on the chemical nature of the solvent,
the type, hydration or chelation of the ions400 and the
interactions of the RNA with its surrounding (solvent, proteins,
etc.) and with itself.399 Other types of RNA−protein, protein−
proteins interactions likely occurring in the Xist granules are
described in other sections of this chapter.
8.5. Are XIST Granules Phase-Separated?
Xist RNA granules exhibit characteristics consistent with phase
separation.22,23,123,359,382,390 For example:

i) They appear as discrete punctate structures within the
nucleus, suggesting the formation of distinct liquid-like
compartments.23,382

ii) They exhibit liquid-like behavior and rapid exchange of
their components, although they do not undergo fusion or
fission,22,379,390 possibly because of the tight interactions

Figure 10. Selected functional, weak interactions likely to be present in
XIST granules. Red ribbons: Xist RNA, 2 molecules of full length Xist
RNA per Xist granule; gray ribbons: unrelated RNA or Xist fragments
(not detectable by single-molecule RNA-FISH; filled gradient circles:
proteins; same-color protein: homotypic interactions; different-color
proteins: heterotypic interactions; hexagons: nucleotides; purple ovals:
dipole moments; ±: net positive or negative charge; δ: dipole; red and
green lines represent repulsive or attractive forces, respectively. (A) left,
RNA−RNA base pairing. Partial complementarity is shown (blue−red,
green−yellow represent the 4 nucleotides, i.e., AUCG). The Xist RNA
molecule can potentially self-pair through its repeats. Right, Xist−Xist
interaction through RNA−protein and protein−protein interactions.
(B) π-stacking: dipole−dipole interaction between the aromatic ring of
two stacked nucleotides or protein aromatic rings; red and green lines
represent repulsive or attractive forces, respectively (RNA/RNA is
shown, but similar interaction can occur between aromatic groups of
proteins). (C) Protein dipole−dipole or ionic interactions are shown.
(D) RNA−protein dipole−ion interactions are shown. Proteins kept
together by van der Waals interactions are shown in the center (van der
Waal radii are larger than covalent or ionic interactions). (E) Protein
binding to RNA through the formation of hydrogen bonding. Proteins
interacting with the RNA might interact between themselves through
IDR-mediated interactions (jagged darker shading on circles). (F)
RNA−protein interaction is mediated by hydrophobic bonds (shown
by darker shading). Protein−protein interactions are mediated by small
force interactions (see text and recommend reviews for more details).
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that Xist RNA establishes with the nuclear matrix378 and
the nuclear envelope.401,402

iii) Xist behavior is consistent with the properties of phase-
separated droplets. In particular, the Plath and Guttman
laboratories have shown that the IDRs of SPEN/SHARP
are necessary for the supra-stoichiometric recruitment of
these proteins into the Xist granule.22,359 However, based
on the data available at the moment, it is not possible to
completely exclude IDR-independent multimerization of
Xist-interacting proteins403,404 in the formation of Xist-
mediated SMACs within the Xist granules.

iv) XistRNA granules can be biochemically fractionated from
cellular extracts.405 This possibility to be fractionated
suggests that Xist RNA granules represent condensed
phase-separated entities. However, this type of purifica-
tion enables the recovery of only the most stable
interactions (core), such as the proteins interacting
directly with Xist, potentially affecting its reported
biochemical composition.297

v) Xist RNA granules recruit various RBPs and chromatin
modifiers that contain IDRs and potentially contribute to
XCI through phase separation.397 These proteins and
their interactions with Xist RNA may contribute to the
formation and regulation of the phase-separated gran-
ules23,382 It is possible that alterations in the concen-
tration or valency of RBPs, RNA modifications, or ionic
strength might affect the integrity and dynamics of Xist
RNA granules. Importantly, Xist granules, but not the
whole Xi chromosome, seems to behave like a phase-
separated entity.406

It is important to stress the concept that the Xi is a functional
nuclear compartment but not a physical nuclear compartment,
meaning that RNA, proteins and can freely diffuse to the Xi,
which can exchange with its surroundings. Finally, while these
lines of evidence collectively suggest that Xist RNA granules
exhibit properties consistent with phase separation, it is worth
noticing that alternative biochemical contributions, such as
stoichiometric rearrangements, polymerization and self-aggre-
gation, are possible. Further studies will be necessary to better
understand the nature and regulation of Xist RNA granules and
their role in XCI.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Our understanding of cellular biology has been significantly
reshaped by the realization of the crucial role played by RNA-
mediated crowding, and the subsequent formation and
dynamics of ribonucleoprotein assemblies. The discovery and
consequent investigation into these phenomena have revealed
far-reaching effects, the full extent of which we are still in the
process of deciphering.
First and foremost, the emphasis on RNA-mediated crowding

and its essential contribution to the formation of membrane-less
organelles may lead to a paradigm shift in our understanding of
various cellular processes (see section RNA as the Crowding
Agent of the Cell).4 These unique organelles, devoid of a
traditional lipid bilayer, are involved in a plethora of critical
biological functions, notably gene expression and the finely
tuned regulation of RNAmetabolism.40 As we delve deeper into
these processes, the formation of biomolecular condensates,
especially through LLPS, emerges as a cornerstone of the
spatiotemporal organization of cellular constituents. A recent
study407 indicates that molecular connectivity, referring to the
number of weak attractive interactions within these condensates,

significantly influences their stability. Such profound insights
suggest that the composition of highly multicomponent
condensates can be anticipated based on the critical parameters
(like temperature, pH, and salt concentration) of their
constituent biomolecules. Further atomistic exploration408

emphasizes the importance of configurational entropy, valency,
and protein compactness in condensate formation. Such
comprehensive knowledge could remarkably widen our lens to
perceive the intricate mechanisms governing cellular behavior
(see section RNA-Driven Physiological Crowding).57 This
enhanced insight could unlock new possibilities for cell function
manipulation, representing a substantial stride forward in the
fields of synthetic biology and regenerative medicine. It could
potentially allow us to program cells to execute desired
functions, a possibility with numerous biomedical and
biotechnological applications.409

Moreover, the ability of RNA to independently drive phase
separation and the formation of RNA granules, particularly via
percolation,34,35 is a testament to its importance in cellular
organization and function. If we were able to control or direct
this process, we might create specific granules with designed
properties, gaining greater control over cellular processes (see
section Chemical Forces of RNA-Mediated Crowding in the
Cell). The principles of RNA crowding could thus act as a crucial
factor in the engineering of cellular systems, paving the way for
exciting explorations into RNA function and structure (see
section Physico-chemical Determinants of RNA-Mediated
Interactions). These developments may also have implications
for therapeutic strategies, potentially heralding new classes of
RNA-targeted therapies.
Our growing understanding of RNA-mediated crowding

could also present new opportunities for disease diagnosis and
treatment. Dysregulation of LLPS and consequent aberrations
in membraneless organelle formation have been implicated in a
variety of diseases, including neurodegenerative disorders such
as ALS and FTD, as well as various forms of cancer (see section
RNA-Driven Pathological Crowding). By elucidating the
molecular mechanics of RNA crowding, we could potentially
identify novel biomarkers for early disease detection, or devise
therapeutic interventions that target the underlying mechanisms
of these disorders. Indeed, the intricate balance of physiological
coacervate formation and regulation requires a high degree of
precision. When considering this delicate process, one might
easily imagine the far-reaching effects that any deviations from
this equilibrium could have on the cell.135,410 For instance, slight
alterations could drastically affect the stoichiometry of RNP
formation or the ability of a specific RBP to recognize its RNA
partners. One might consider that these altered interactions
could cause a ripple effect throughout the cell’s activities,
resulting in cascades of changes that could potentially lead to the
onset of pathological conditions. As we have seen, disturbances
in RNA metabolism and RNA granule function are already
known to be linked with diseases like neurodegeneration and
cancer. However, it is possible that our understanding is only
scratching the surface, and the impact of these disturbances
might be more extensive and complex than currently
comprehended.135,410

In the nervous system, for example, a disruption in coacervate
dynamics could lead to massive alterations in the carefully
balanced stoichiometry of RBPs.126 We might speculate that
these changes could have a profound impact on neuronal
function, possibly even impacting synaptic communication and
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regulatory processes. Might these alterations be a common
underlying mechanism in various forms of neurodegeneration?
Moreover, could minor changes in the composition or

constituent levels of RNA granules induce a stiffer state of
coacervates, trapping crucial biomacromolecules inside and
leading to a cascade of functional impairments in the cell?127

Given that many RBPs have a predisposition to undergo
LLPS,411 any variations in their expression levels of structural
stability could render them aggregation-prone and trigger a
deleterious LSPT.61 Could this LSPT of RBPs then be a
common pathological denominator across diverse neuro-
degenerative diseases?
When considering cancer, which is driven by uncontrolled cell

proliferation due to the activation of oncogenes and the silencing
of tumor suppressor genes,160 the implications become even
more intriguing. Oncogenes often promote cell survival and
proliferation by driving high gene expression through densely
crowded clusters of enhancers.161 These clusters can lead to the
formation of liquid coacervates, creating a crowded environment
conducive to active transcription.162 Could disruptions in these
highly crowded cellular microenvironments, triggered by
cancerous mutations, then lead to a significant alteration in
transcriptional activity, effectively pushing the cell into a
cancerous state?161

These questions and hypotheses, built on our understanding
of RNA-mediated crowding and its central role in cellular
function, underscore the importance of ongoing research in this
area. The knowledge gained will not only elucidate these
molecular dynamics in health and disease but also pave the way
for novel therapeutic approaches.
On another level, gaining insights into the chemical

modifications of RNA molecules could open an entirely new
sphere of therapeutic opportunities (see section Modifications
Influencing RNA-Mediated Cellular Crowding). Given that
these modifications play a profound role in gene expression
regulation, manipulating them could offer a means of altering
disease progression. This knowledge could also contribute
significantly to our understanding of epigenetics, and the role
these modifications play in cellular differentiation and disease
development. Specifically, RNA modifications such as m6A can
act as recognition sites and facilitate the recruitment of specific
mRNAs into condensates, e.g., SGs, although this is still under
debate. Several studies have demonstrated that modified RNAs
can function as scaffolds, promoting the recruitment and
organization of proteins possessing disordered regions. Addi-
tionally, condensates themselves can serve as sites for RNA
modification, as for instance the 2′-O-methylation occurring in
Cajal bodies412 or as in the case of paraspeckles that act as
storage for the modified RNA. RNA modification has the
potential to control phase separation by affecting the
interactions with RBPs and other RNA molecules or by
reshaping RNA structure. Thus, as a source of multivalency,9,13

RNA modifications could regulate the formation and properties
of condensate by changing the network of multiple interactions
required for phase separation; understanding these molecular
mechanisms will shed light on the intricate interplay between
RNA regulation and cellular compartmentalization.
Assigning a function to a specific RNA modification in

condensate formation poses a significant challenge in the field. It
is crucial to study the localization of the modified RNA with
respect to the condensate and also delete the specific modified
RNA site and assess its impact on RNA localization within the
condensate and on their function.63 Of note, phase separation

and thus formation of condensates relies on the multiple and
transient interactions between proteins and RNAmolecules. It is
unlikely that a single type of interaction, such as the one between
m6A and YTHDF, solely determines the recruitment of RNAs
into SGss. Instead, it is the cumulative effect of multiple
interactions that plays a significant role in this phenomenon.16

It is yet to be determined whether RNA modifications can
contribute to protein-independent RNA phase separation and
what is the impact on assembly formed in nonphysiological
conditions. It is now well-known that also RNA can undergo
phase separation as for the case of RNAs containing G-
quadruplex.413,414 The G-quadruplexes formed by the
GGGGCC repetition in the C9ORF72 gene promotes granule
assembly via phase separation.66 To date, it is still unknown
whether RNA modifications can modulate the involvement of
G-quadruplex in liquid−liquid phase separation. In this context,
tiRNAs are among the RNAs that assume a G-quadruplex
structure within cells, and this structural conformation is crucial
for SG formation. Indeed, disruption of this structure, e.g.,
destabilizing ionic conditions leads to a diminished capacity for
translation inhibition.415 tRNAs are highly modified RNAs and
so are the derivative tiRNAs.416 Endogenous modified G-
quadruplex tiRNAs are more efficient than their synthetic
counterparts in translation inhibition,417 suggesting that G-
quadruplex structures require the proper combination of
modified nucleobases to exert their function. In addition, G-
quadruplexes can recruit factors involved in the RNA
modification, namely writers, readers and erasers, which can in
turn change the chemical and physical properties of themodified
RNAs.63,418,419 The recruitment of METTL1 in regions forming
G-quadruplex results in the m7G addition within the RNA. This
modification hampers the G-quadruplex formation and allows
the correct processing of the RNA producing tumor suppressor
miRNAs.420

The role of RNA modifications in contributing to XIST
stability and, possibly, phase separation is an active and evolving
area of research (see section XIST: A Recently Discovered Case
of RNA-Mediated Biological Condensation). Current evidence
suggests that RNA modifications can impact the stability,
localization, and function of XIST RNA, and potentially
influence its ability to phase separate and form foci. m6A is a
prevalent RNA modification that has been implicated in various
cellular processes, both physiological and aberrant.421,422 XIST
RNA carries the m6A modification,360 and the presence of m6A
marks on the RNA has been associated with its stability.
Specifically, by knocking-out METTL3, the enzyme responsible
for m6A methylation, it has been discovered that this
modification stimulates XIST RNA degradation, potentially
affecting its accumulation and the formation of XIST RNA foci.
Besides m6A, XIST RNA has also been reported to undergo
other modifications, including pseudouridylation423,424 It is
possible that XIST RNA also carries other types of RNA
modifications yet to be discovered. The impact of these
modifications on XIST RNA is not yet understood, and further
investigations are required to determine their specific roles.
RNA modifications can serve as binding sites for specific
proteins known as “modification readers”.425 These proteins
recognize and interact with modified RNA molecules,
influencing their stability, localization, or function. Some
RNA-binding proteins known to interact with XIST RNA,
such as YTHDC1 and YTHDF2, have been implicated in m6A
modification recognition and XIST-mediated gene silencing.360

RNA modifications may modulate interactions between XIST
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RNA and other RBPs not directly interacting with XIST RNA,
influencing XIST RNA’s ability to recruit factors involved in
phase separation. Finally, the Sattler group showed that m6A can
modulate the structure and function of XIST. In particular, they
recently investigated changes downstream to the m6A
modification of the A-repeat of XIST.426 In brief, using a
combination of NMR, isothermal titration calorimetry (ICT)
and crystallographic approaches, Jones et al. showed that the
presence of a modified A in the AUGC tetraloop ((m6A)UCG)
does not significantly affect the A-repeat structure. However, this
modification can be promptly recognized by YTHDC1. The
interaction of YTHDC1 with the A-repeat stem and loop
partially melts the stem, exposing the C5-G10 residues, which
are paired in the absence of YTHDC1 binding. Jones et al. also
suggested that this interaction might fine-tune the association
with other proteins such as SPEN/SHARP,426 which is critical
for the silencing of X-linked genes by XIST.354

At present, further research is needed to uncover the effect of
other RNA modifications and importantly their interplay in the
context of phase separation. Future studies should aim at
understanding whether RNA modifications are required for the
formation of condensate, or essential for determining the RNAs
which are recruited or excluded from these compartments. From
a technical perspective, the implications of RNA-mediated
crowding also extend to the evolution of innovative
experimental techniques. As our comprehension of RNA’s
structural features and their role in biological condensates
broadens, so will the range and sophistication of methodologies
used to investigate them (see section Methods to Study RNA
Crowding). The demand for greater precision and depth of
investigation could catalyze the development of new techniques
that enable us to probe the intricacies of RNA biology in
unprecedented detail.
At the edges of laboratory experimentation, various

algorithms have been developed to estimate biophysical
parameters related to RNA-mediated crowding, including rates
of protein aggregation, protein−RNA binding, and RNA-
condensate binding.427−429 By harnessing the capabilities of
computational methods, it becomes feasible to simulate and
predict how molecules behave in a range of cellular scenarios.430

These predictive models play a pivotal role in unraveling the
processes by which proteins and nucleic acids come together to
form membraneless organelles and condensates. For instance,
the catRAPID algorithm,428 which utilizes RNA and protein
biophysical parameters, can help identify RNAs that act as
scaffolds for granule formation and predict which RNAs are
abundant in granules formed by RBPs.7,25 However, it is
essential to recognize that current models of biomolecular
condensates have limitations due to the scarcity of experimental
data and reliance on properties of a specific set of proteins, such
as those employed in catGRANULE427 and PScore.431 In the
future, the integration of molecular dynamics simulations and
mean-field models will provide both detailed and simplified
insights into how biomolecules behave in crowded cellular
environments. For more information on this topic, please refer
to the review titled Computational approaches to predict protein-
protein interactions in crowded cellular environments by G.
Grassmann, published in this issue and other works.432 These
approaches will shed light on critical molecular interactions,
transitional states, and dynamic behaviors, which might be
challenging to directly observe using traditional wet lab
techniques.433

The combination of theoretical frameworks and computa-
tional methodologies paves the way for the strategic design of
biomolecular condensates with tailored properties or function-
alities.7 By modifying molecular parameters within simulations,
it is possible to predict the impacts of mutations, binding
affinities, or other alterations on the behavior of biomolecular
condensates.60

Finally, it is important to consider that the exploration of
RNA-mediated crowding is not limited to understanding natural
biological systems. The principles uncovered could also be
employed in synthetic systems, such as the development of
biomaterials with specific properties controlled by RNA
molecules. This could have numerous applications in materials
science, nanotechnology, and bioengineering.
In conclusion, the role of RNA-mediated crowding in cellular

functions and disease processes is a vast frontier teeming with
scientific promise. As our understanding of this fascinating
aspect of cellular biology deepens, we can anticipate ground-
breaking discoveries that could significantly impact a wide array
of fields, frommolecular biology to biotechnology andmedicine.
While we have already begun to chart this terrain, the journey is
far from over. The road to comprehensive understanding
promises to be a transformative one, ripe with challenges,
discoveries, and the potential for remarkable scientific advance-
ment. The realm of RNA-mediated crowding encompasses not
only chemical modifications and their implications for human
pathology but also countless other areas that are waiting to be
unearthed. As we continue to delve into this fascinating field, we
may uncover a plethora of novel phenomena and intricate
mechanisms at play. For instance, the influence of RNA-
mediated crowding on cellular signaling pathways, gene
regulation networks, and protein synthesis processes remains
largely unexplored. Additionally, the impact of RNA-mediated
crowding on cellular stress responses, viral replication, and
neurodegenerative disorders presents a vast terrain of research
possibilities. Furthermore, understanding the interplay between
RNA molecules and cellular structures in the context of RNA
granules, such as SGs and P-bodies, holds tremendous potential
in unraveling the complexities of cellular organization and
function. The exploration of these uncharted territories
promises to provide valuable insights into fundamental bio-
logical processes, paving the way for innovative therapeutic
strategies and deepening our understanding of molecular
crowding in the field of RNA biology.
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A Adenine
AD Alzheimer’s disease
AFM Atomic force microscopy
APP Amyloid precursor protein
ALS Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
Aβ Amyloid β
C Cytosine
CB Cajal body
CLEM Correlated light and EM
D Diffusivity
DLS Dynamic light scattering
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DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
E Elasticity
EM Electron microscopy
FACS Fluorescence associated cell sorting
FCS Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
FISH Fluorescence in situ hybridization
FRAP Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
FRET Föster-resonance energy transfer
FTLD Frontotemporal lobar degeneration
FTD Frontotemporal dementia
G Guanine
HTT Huntingtin
I Inosine
IDR Intrinsically disordered region
LCD Low complexity domain
LLPS Liquid−liquid phase separation
lnc Long noncoding
LSPT Liquid-to-solid phase transition
m1A N1-methyladenosine
m6A N6-methyladenosine
MLO Membrane-less organelle
MPA Micropipette aspiration
NB Nuclear body
nc Noncoding
NEAT1 Nuclear enriched abundant transcript 1
P Pressure
P-body Processing body
PrLD Prion-like domain
PrP Prion protein
PSK Point spread function
PSP Paraspeckle protein
RBP RNA-binding protein
RNA Ribonucleic acid
RNP Ribonucleoprotein
SANS Small angle neutron scattering
SAS Small angle scattering
SAXS Small angle X-ray scattering
SG Stress granule
SLS Static light scattering
SMAC Supra-molecular protein complex
SRM Super-resolution microscopy
STED Stimulated emission depletion microscopy
STORM Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
U Uracil
Xa Active X chromosome
XCI X chromosome inactivation
Xi Inactive X chromosome
XIST X inactive specific transcript
γ Shear strain
η Viscosity
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